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INTRODUCTION

A study of international labor migration as it affects the countries which constitute the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations-Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and

Thailand-provides a unique opportunitywith regard to international migration research because

the ASEAITI countries contain bbth major exporters and importers of labor.l

The two principal objectives of this study are to establish iust how international labor
migration featu.eJin the ASEAN countries and to evaluate its importance to their economies'

Du"e to financial, time and data constraints, the latter objective has been achieved only partially.
Despite these constraints the information the author obtained does yield some interesting insights
into the impact of international labor migration as it pertains to the ASEAN countries'

It is generally believed that labor emigration can give rise to several potential benefits: It can

relieve"unemployment and under-employment; it can be a source of foreign exchange; it can lead

to the acquisition of skills; and, in general, it can improve material welfare by incr"asing per

capita national income. The potential benefits of labor immigration can also be considerable: it

""r, 
uUo* firms to realize ec-onomies of scale; it can prevent wage inflation in those industries

experiencing labor shortages; it can facilitate investmentby ensuring that new capacitycan be

adequatelyitaffed; it can f,ermit a country to adjust its labor supply to accord with the ebb and

flowof ectnomic activity; and, generally, it makes available labor services without the need to
finance the formation of-the human capital from which those services are derived.

The extent to which a country fully realizes the potential benefits of labor export or import
depends on mErny considerationi. In relation to labor export, one of the aims of this study is to

lBrunei achieved independence and membership of ASEAN only very recently. At the time the data was being collected

for this study it was noi a member of ASEAN and hence its case does not form part of this study.
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suggest policies which might augment its potential benefit. The study also draws attention to the
cost of labor export and suggestions are made as to how these costs might be reduced.

This study commences with the cases of the labor exporters. The export of labor services figures
importantly in the export sectors of the economies of the Philippines, Thailand and Indonesia,
respectively. The Philippines has a tradition of involvement in international labor migration and
currently sends workers to more than 100 countries. Because of its long involvement in labor
export, the Philippines has a more sophisticated institutional framework for regulating and
supervising the export of labor relative to the other ASEAN labor exporters. Thailand's involvement
in labor export is more recent, but it is experiencing a rapid growth in demand for its workers in
the Middle East, particularly in Saudi Arabia. Indonesia, while attempting to make inroads on the
Middle Eastern labor market, currently finds Malaysia to be the destination for the overwhelming
proportion of its overseas workers.

Malaysia is unique among ASEAN countries in that it both exports and imports labor. Some
labor is exported to the Middle East but the majority goes to Singapore. Singapore is a labor
importer. It provides an interesting case study of the benefits to be obtained through subjective
labor importation and the costs involved. The study shows that, contrary to popular belief,
immigrant workers impose much less cost on public infrastructure relative to tax contributions
than do Singapore citizens.

After the discussion of the country case studies Section VII examines critically the hypotheses
concerning the benefits of labor exports and reviews evidence from those country studies which
sheds some light upon the hypotheses. Throughout this section, suggestions are made as to how
the potential benefits of labor export might be increased.

Section VIII concludes the study with a discussion of the international distribution of the gains
from international migration. Some policies are also suggested which may help to ensure that a
fairer proportion of those gains are realized by the labor exporting countries.



THE PHILIPPINES

For a number of decadcs labor emigration has been a relatively important feature of the
Philippine economy. In the early 1900s the Philippines proved to be a ror.rr." of reliable labor for
the pineapple industry of Hawaii and Guam. ny rcZl some 20,000 Filipinos were working in
Hawaii and some 5,000 had been recruited by the Alaskan fish canning industry. It has b"een
estimated that, by L94'1,7'J.,OO0 Filipinos were in the United States.2

- The post World War IJ era, particularly the 1950s and 1960s, saw a change in the character and
destination-of Filipino labor migration. Specifically, in the 1950s large"numbers of Filipinos
found employment in other Asian countries. In North Borneo alonel some 25,000 Filipinos
were employed in the development of plantations and the timber industry. In the laiter half of the
1960s, a_large numberof Filipino loggers were employed in Kalimantan.buring this same period
manylilipinos were also recruited for work in Vietnam, Thailand and Guam-in support of the
United States war effort in Vietnam. This experience imparted construction sklils to many
Filipinos, which has been of great benefit to the promotion of Filipino labor export to the Middll
East in the 1970s.

The Growth of Temporary Migration

In contrast to previous migration, the movement of Filipino labor within the Asian region in the'J'970s was temporary emigratiol.By'J.973, contract workers constituted 47 ferceit of total
emigration, whereas in 1970 this figure was 5.6 per9e1t. Thus, the 1970s saw a missive growth in
the temporary export of labor services from thi Philippines.

2 This historical information regarding pre-Martial Law Filipino labor emigration is derived from materials provided to
the author by the Institute of Labor and Manpower Studies of the Ministry of Labor and Employment. Sei also, Lazo
(1982) and Sto. Tomas (1983).
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Table 1 gives information on the growth in the number of Filipino overseas contract workers.
The figurei for earlier years have been understated significantly because of much unrecorded
migration. Figures for recent years are also believed to be an understatement of actual numbers

TABLE 1
Numbers of Filipino Overseas Contract Workers Processed Through the

Philippine Ministry of Labor and Employment (1970-1983)1
L

Year Number Annual Percentage
Increase

L

L

1.970
7971.
1972
7973
L974
1.975
\976
1977
7978
1979
1980
L981
].982
1983

'J.,859

L,863
1.4,366
26,478
32,764
36,035
47,835
70,375
88,247

137,337
214,590
266,243
314,284
434,207

0,2
67L.7
153.5
- 8.9

9.9
32.7
47.7
25.4
55.6
56.3
24.0
L5.3
38.2

( 1 Includes Seafarers.

Source: Abella, 7979 , p. 8. See also, Philippine Overseas Employment Administration (POEA, 1983a, 1983b).

since a significant level of illegal recruitment and placement of workers occurs. The numbers also

refer to annual placements only and hence represent a flow. The stock of Filipino labor overseas

at any point in time is considerably greater. Unfortunately, statistics on return migration are not
available. Thus one can only estimite the stock abroad by using available information on the

average length of contracts. However, this basis of estimation can lead to considerable error since

many workers re-contract while abroad, while many others are illegally recruited. Despite these

diffiiulties the Ministry of Labor has been willing to supply estimates. In 1969 the stock was

estimated to be 37,000 ; in1,97 6 it was 85,000; and, in 1980 it was 493,000. The Ministry has not
provided a figure in the last few years. However, employing a slightly different formula than
Abella (Lgz3]pp.55-56)forcalcuiatingthestockof workersabroadwouldyieldalg83figureof
732,000.3

Table 2 shows that the greatest concentration of growth in demand has been in the Middle East.

1n197 6,7,813 workers were placed in the Middle East, accounting for approximately 41 percent
of all overseas placements of land-based workers. By 1983 Middle East placements amounted to
323,4l4,accountingfor85 percent of theflowof overseasland-basedworkers. Ascanbeseenfrom
Table 3, Saudi Arabia is by far the most important destination for Filipino labor amgng the
Middle Eastern countries. In 1983, 253,080 Filipino workers were processed for work in Saudi
Arabia, constituting over 78 percent of Middle Eastern demand and over 66 percent of world
demand for Filipino land-based workers.

Over 65 percent of all land-based workers processed by the POEA in 1983 were in the category
Production and Construction (Table 4). The Professional and Technical and the Service occupa-
tional categories accounted for 13.9 percent and 15.3 percent, respectively, of all processed

workers.

L

L

3 The formula is 1983 + 2/3(L982) + 1/3(1981)
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TABLE 3
Middle Eastern Countries of Destination

of Land-Based Workers, 1983

Country Number Percentage

L

Saudi Arabia
Iraq
United Arab Emirates
Libyan Arab Jamahariya
Kuwait
Bahrain
Oman
Jordan
Qatar
Iran
Other Middle East Countries

TOTAL

253,080 78.3
L4,349 4.4
12,831- 4.0
1'1,,042 3.4
14,78'J, 4.6
6,617 2.0
2,773 0.9'1,,875 0.6
2,863 0,9
193 0.L

3,010 0.9

323,4L4 100.0

Source: POEA (1983b)L
TABLE 4

The Occupational Distribution of Land-Based Overseas Workers
Processed Through Government Agencies in 1983

Occupational Categories Number Percentage
L

Professional and Technical
Managerial and Administrative
Clerical
Sales
Service
Agriculture
Production and Construction

TOTAL

52,93L 13.9'1,,870 0.5-J.4,1-89 3.7
2,259 0.6

58,151 L5.3
L,64L 0.4

249,221 65,6

380,263 100.0

L

L

L

Source: POEA (1983b)

Institutional Aspects of Filipino Labor Emigration:
The Evolution of Labor Export Policy

Government involvement in the labor export market dates back to 1915, when, with the
introduction of Act 2486, a licensing system was created for recruitment of overseas workers.4
From time to time the Labor Department specified minimum contract conditions as well as
formulating procedures and rules applying to overseas workers' remittances.

The rapid growth of temporary contract labor emigration in the early 70s brought with it
economic and social complexities of much greater magnitude than was associated with previous
labor emigration. In particular, it presented unscrupulous labor agents with the opportunity to
collect recruitment fees for non-existent iobs. As well, it became imperative to guarantee that the

a A brief history of govemment regulation of labor export can be found in Sto. Tomas (L983).
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contractual arralgements agreed upon between Filipino workers and their overseas employers
were honored. It also became important to proteit the families of emigrant workers fiom
becoming destitute; hence the need for a system to ensure that remittan.ur-*"." sent home.

. The government response was manifest in the Labor Code of '1,974.Its aim was to provide an
institutional framework for the administration and regulation of labor recruitment. Ii extended
the employment functions of the Bureau of Employment Services (BES), charging it with the
responsibility of regulating the private recruitment of labor; it created the Overse-as Employment
Development Board-(OEDB) which actively recruited land-based workers for overseai employ-
ment; and, it established the National Seamen's Board (NSB), to administer and regulate shipping
agencies glgagrng Filipino se:unen. The government also pursued several additional lines of poli.y.
First the Ministry of Labor andEmploymenthas mounted public information campaigns inan at-
tempt to reduce exploitation by illegal recruiters. Secondly, the Ministry has prosecuted illegal recruit-
ers, but with limited success. Thirdly, the BES, OEDB and NSB weie given the responJibility for
reviewing contracts before allowing a worker to be hired. This process has given rise to model
contracts prescribing minimum conditions of employment. Fourthly, Philippine embassies in
countries of major Philippine employment have established labor attach6s to iesolve difficulties
encountered byworkers in relation to the terms of their contracts. Finally, each agency was made
responsible for the administration of a welfare and training fund financed by worker contributions.
The principal_use of the fund is to provide compensation for death or disability, and provide
assistance to dependants and beneficiaries of overseas workers.

An initial thrust of government policy as embodied in the Labor Code was to expand the
operation of the OEDB with the aim of displacing the private recruiters. The Labor Code
prohibited the issuing of new private recruiting licenses and envisaged the phasing out of private
recruitment within four years. However, private organizations argued strongly that the iapidly
expanding demand for Filipino labor from diverse sources was beyond the capacity of the OEOB
to manage. Attempts to suppress private recruitment were leading to a proliferation of illegal
recruitment. Under these pressures the government reversed its policy and, in 1978, amended the
Labor Code to allow for increased participation of the private iectoi. In the period L978-82 the
number of licensed recruitment agencies increased to over 1000. The growth of the private sector
was so rapid that by 1982 the Ministry of Labor was concerned about too many recruitment firms
being in operation. In that year Letter of Instruction 1190 was issued which halted the issuing of
new licenses. However, by the end of 1983 the number of authorized participants in the overseas
employment program totalled 'J.,023, comprised of SZg recruitmeniagerrci"s, 164 agencies for
the placement of seamen, 49 service contractors and 231 construction contractois (POEA,
1e83b).

The establishment of the Philippine Overseas Employment Administration (POEA) has been
the most recent major institutional change in the Philippine labor export markei. The reasons for
its creation were foreshadowed in an ILO working paper (La2o,7982): it was hoped that a merger
of the OEDB and the BES would help resolve the conflict between fhe highly iegulated privite
s-ector and the unregulated OEDB, the latter organization being seen as a source of iompetition by
theprivate sector; moreover, it was felt that the differing jurisdictional prerogatives of th" BES,
OEDB and the NSB resulted in an unfortunate lack of planning and coordinition.

For whatever reasons the POEA was established in 1982 and operated as an integrated agency
incorporating the former NSB, OEDB and BES. At the head of the POEA is a governing 6oard
assisted by two advisory boards, one for land-based workers and another ior seamen. The
members of the advisoryboards come primarily from the private sector. The Market Development
and Placement Office of the POEA is concerned with tlie marketing of Filipino labor overseas.
The Licensing and Regulation Office sets employment standards and regulaies the private sector
recruitment of land-based workers and personnel. The Workers Assistance and Adjudication
Office provides legal and welfare services to overseas workers and their families. tjnder the
umbrella of the POEA a Regional Labor Center has also been established in |eddah, Saudi Arabia
and o_perates as an office for marketing Filipino labor as well as undertaking welfare services.
Attached to the POEA is theOne-Stop Processing Center for Overseas workers which attempts
to facilitate the processing of workers.
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One of the most recent innovations of the POEA has been the creation of the Labor Assistance
Center (LAC) during May L983. The LAC operates out of Manila International Airport as a final
checkpoint, ascertaining that workers have their proper and complete documentation. More than
any oihe. aspect of the POEA's operation, the LAC has helped break the back of the black market
in overseas employment by preventing illegal recruitment with its associated exploitation. In fact,
the massive increase in the number of overseas workers going through official channels between
1982 and 1983, an increase of 120,000, can be much accounted for by the introduction of the
LAC. For example, if the increase in placements between 1982 and 1983 were the same as

between 1981 and 1982, (48,000), then we might have expected a 1983 placement figure of
around 362,000. Yet from Table 1 we see that placements numbered over 434,000. Thus if it
were not for the LAC then it is possible that over 70,OOO illegal and unprotected recruits would
have left the Philippines in tSAa. That the LAC has been so effective in curtailing illegal
recruitment is indicated by the fact that the staff of the LAC have received numerous threats on
their lives and many attempts at bribery.

Other improvements in the regulation of labor export have been made by the POEA. In
December 1-983 the POEA issued iis new rules and regulations with the ob jective of standardizing
and streamlining its operation and transactions with its clientele. According to the POEA
(1983b): "Among the significant changes introduced were decreased documentary requirements
ior accreditation of priniipals, the ranking and rating of recruitment agencies with incentives and
recognition for exemplary performance, creation of a manpower registry for the use of recruitees,
rr-*u.y p.ocedurei for tlie adjudication of cases, standardization of employment contracts and
certification of entertainers before employment abroad" (pp. 22-23).

The evolution of labor export policy has, of course, imparted particular institutional features
to the labor export market. Undir current policy, the recruitment of construction workers to
supply or".r"ui firms in the private sector is the domain of Filipino 'construction companies'
whiie-'private recruiters'andthe recruitment arm of the POEA engage all other land-based
workers,s

The division of the recruitment of land-based workers between private construction companies
and private recruiters warrants discussion. In the mid 1970s it became apparent that employment
prospects in the Middle East construction industry were going to expand greatly. Iilipino
ionstruction companies seemed to convince certain government officials that a drain of
construction workers from the Philippines to the Middle East could prejudice the competitiveness
of Filipino contractors anxious to secure contracts in the Middle East. The government accord-
ingly prohibited any firm other than a Filipino construction company from hiring Filipino
co-nitruction workeis, with the exception that the OEDB still had the authority to supply
construction workers to overseas governments. This meant that Filipinos could work in the
Middle East only as employees of a Filipino contractor'

The method of supplying construction workers is on the basis of sub-contracting. The Filipino
construction .o*purriei approach firms which have secured construction contracts and submit
bids with regard to the supply price of different categories of labor. If they secure the sub-contract
for the supply of labor, the Filipino construction company hires workers and supplies them to the

principal-contractor. As will be discussed in more deiail below, the difference between the

iub-contract supply price and what the Filipino construction company pays the workers the-y

supply can be signi[icant. It is an extremely profitable operation which explains the considerable
priirrr" exerted-by the construction companies on the government to maintain their monopoly
on the recruitment of construction workers.

The companies'rather lucrative position in the labor export market has not continued without
challenge. fhe private recruiters have been pressuring the Ministry of Labor to amend recruitment
legislation so as to permit them to recruit construction workers.

s It was by Presidential Directive 852 that construction companies became the only firms eligible to recruit construction

workers to iupply private overseas firms. The OEDB, and now the POEA, can also supply construction workers, but only
on a government to government basis.
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Employment Effects of Labor Export

One of the implicit assumptions underlying a policy of labor export is that it will alleviate
unemployment.-This_ prospect must have appeared ai a blessing to the Philippine government,
given the considerabledegree of open unemployment and underemploymentin the-economy. In
1981, 905,000 individuals comprising 4.9 percent of the labor for"e *ere said to be unemployed.
One may estimate that at least-another 10 percent of the labor force was underemploy"a. ff,.
government is also con_ce-rned about the capacity of the economy to absorb incipientidditions to
the labor force. The Philippine population,43 million inL97'9, is growing it 2.5 p"r.ent per
annum. The 1981 labor force was estimated to be 18.5 million, and wa-s growing at approximatlly
3.4 percent. Anticipated additions to the labor force during the first half of the 198bi is 630,000
per year. In the second half of the decade the annual incremental figure is projected to be 740,000.

From 1975 to 1981 the number of overseas positions acquired by Filipinos was over 880,000.
In 1981 alone 266,243 positions were filled. However, ii is theii annual change which is of
particular relevance in evaluating the impact of the overseas employment prograir on domestic
unemployment. From 1976 to 1981 domestic employment rosety approxima"tely 3.32 million.
Over the same period overseas em_ployment rose by 191,715. Oveiseas e*ploy*ent growth was
thus 5-.78 percent of domestic employment growth. Alternatively, one out of ti new lJb openings
fo-r Filipinos was overseas. Since 1981, however, domestic employment growth is stajnating,
while the number of placements abroad has continued to grow. A ionsideiable portion"of theie
placements have been net additions to overseas employmint rather than mere replacements.

Empirical evidence overwhelmingly indicates that it is those with experience who obtain
overseas jobs. The OEDB found that contract workers with fewer than two years work experience
constituted ottl_y 9 percent of processed workers. Those with 2-5 yearr acc-o.rr,ted for 33 percent
while those with 5-10 and 7-10 years constituted 26 percent and2i percent of processed wtrkers,
respectively (OEDB, 1980). A survey by Stahl and Smart (1980) alio indicated that well over 90
percent of OEDB recruits were employed prior to going or"rreur. If the vacancies left by emigrant
workers are filled by the unemployed, then labor e*poit has reduced unemployment aileast-until
the emigrants return. Thiq 4a,y mean that positions left vacant are filled Ly those with less
training and experience (cl. de la Llana, 'J,9BL, pp. j-5-16).

A country may find that some of the skills in demand overseas are those which are scarce at
!oT.. For example, in 1983 there were 53,93L positions filled in the occupational category of
Professional and Technical.IntheManagerial andAdministrativecategorytherewere 1,870. The
loss of workers within these occupational categories could result in mairpower bottlenecks which
cguld hamper,economic expansion. This is not yet happening or, ,ry extensive scale in the
Philippines.-The government could take steps to rernedy this impending problem through
manpower planning which incorporates the anticipated skill mix and number of workers demandid
abroad, but this won't happen overnight.

Of course, the-complete picture regarding the effect of labor export on domestic employment
could be clarified only by general equilibrium analysis. Overall economic expansion attribltable
to.the inflow of foreign exchange remittances may overshadow any negative industry-specific
effects of labor export.

Remittances

For countries such as the Philippines experiencing a foreign exchange constraint on economic
development, workers' remittances can be of value for economic expansion. In 1983 overseas
workers'remittances were estimated to be US$955 million (POEA, 19S3b). This amounted to
over 2L percent of merchandise exports in 1983.6

6 Merchandiseexports for 1983 were estimated by averaging the first two quarters of 1983 and using that figure as an
estimate for the third and fourth quarters of 1983.
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Maximizing remittance inflow has been a major objective of the government's overseas
employment program. The pre-POEA agencies involved in export of labor services, uiz., the BES,
OEDB and NSB, had their own remittance monitoring procedures. Workers processed through
the BES were required to sign an affidavit committing them to remit a specified percentage of their
salary to an account of the Philippine resident nominated on the affidavit. The amount specified
for construction workers wasTO percent, while 30 percent was specified for other occupations.
The affidavits, along with the workers'' employment contract, were forwarded to the Labor
Market Information Division of the BES where an estimate of total workers' remittances were
made based on standard wages. There was no way in which the estimates could be verified.

The OEDB employed the same procedure with one additional step. Workers were to be asked
to submit their bankbooks upon return from which the OEDB could determine the actual amount
remitted. However, discussions the author had with officials of the OEDB indicated that the latter
step had never been enforced.

The former NSB's system of monitoring remittances is somewhat different than those
of the BES and OEDB. Each shipping agency employing a Filipino seaman is required to send
copies of the affidavit of undertaking and employment contract to the NSB. The shipping
agency is required to submit monthly a copy of their payroll records to the NSB and the Central
Bank. These monthly payroll records are accompanied by corresponding credit advices from the
Philippine banks nominated by the seaman to receive his remittances. Failure to submit these two
pieces of information will disqualify a shipping agency from operating from three to six months.
Thus, the remittances reported by the NSB are actual remittances based on credit advices of banks,
not simple estimates based on total numbers abroad times standard wages.

In ]uly 1980 it was formally agreed that the Central Bank should become the central authority
responsible for monitoring remittances. More recently, however, a report has been issued which
is highly critical of the proposed centralized monitoring system (See, Gamboa, 1981). For a

variety of administrative and technical reasons, the report envisages such a system as being so
plagued with problems as to be of limited usefulness. It proposed that each of the agencies
continue to monitor their own remittances. To improve upon the currently unreliable BES and
OEDB procedures, it recommends that each should employ a manual, but computer-aided
system, and argues that workers' remittances should be deducted by employers and remitted
directly to the processing agency who would then pass it on to the workers'nominated benefic-
iaries. This recommended administrative change would significantly reduce the proportion of
foreign wage earnings converted on the 'black market'. More recently the responsibility for
monitoring remittances has come to rest with the POEA. With Executive Order 857 of December
L982 an attempt has been made to enforce the legal commitment of overseas workers to remit the
legally specified portion of their base salary. Currently that portion is 70 percent for profession-
alltechnical workers and 50 percent for all other occupations. Enforcement takes the form of the
POEA requiring workers to show proof of remittances before the worker's passport will be
renewed. Recruitment agencies failing to comply with the requirements of the order may have
their license or authority revoked.

It is often argued that a major benefit of labor export is the acquisition of foreign
exchange. Indeed, to the country facing balance of payments difficulties the inflow of remittances
would be a welcome short-run relief. However, their longer run benefit depends on whether the
foreign exchange is used to finance consumer goods imports or is channelled into real capital
formation. The government's ability to effect the direction of expenditure of foreign exchange
depends on the foreign exchange regime to which it adheres. In the Philippines the ultimate
control over foreign exchange resides with the Central Bank.7 Through exchange control the
Central Bank gives priority to the importers of producers' goods. However, it is interesting that
while the government controls the expenditure of foreign exchange by end use of imports, it also
pursues an essentially flexible exchange rate policy. Despite this a black market in foreign
.rrrency exists. The source of the black market is excess demand for foreign currency for

? However, most authorized agents of the Central Bank offer two rates of exchange. If one wants the higher rate then
they will not be issued a receipt for the exchange transaction. This source of foreign exchange loss to the Central Bank is in
addition to losses in the informal black market.
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consumer goods imports or for deposits in overseas bank accounts, directly traceable to the
restrictions imposed by the Central Bank on the allocation of foreign exchange for consumer
goods imports. For 1983 the Central Bank reported that foreign exchange earned from overseas
workerstemittanceswas US $955 million. However, given averagu 

"a.ningr 
of overseasworkers

and the mean proportion of their income reportedly sent home, actual remittance during 1983
should have been in excess of US$1.5 billion.8 It appears that the excess is going through
unofficial channels and is being converted principally through the black market. Even though the
black market rate is only slightly greater than the official rate, roughly 4-8 percent in early 1983,
it represents a considerable difference if applied to, say, US$4000, a typical annual savings figure
for a construction worker in Saudi Arabia.

Migration and Wage Differentials

Wage differentials appear to have been an important factor in attracting Filipino workers
overseas. Evidence shown in Table 5 indicates a substantial difference between earnings obtainable
in the Middle East relative to those in the Philippines. However, these wage differentials are an
understatement of actual differentials since a large proportion of overseas workers, particularly
in the Middle East, have their accommodation provided and are either provided with food or
given a food allowance. For example, at the beginning of the 1980s Philippine construction
companies charged contractors in Saudi Arabia approximately US$8 per day for food, US$S per
day for lodging and 30q per day for medical services for each worker. In a poor country such as
the Philippines, food and accommodation expenses could easily exhaust 80 percent of a worker's
income.

TABLE 5
A Comparison of Local and Middle East Earnings
by Occupational Grouping, \982 (US$/Month)

Occupational Grouping
Middle

East Philippines Ratio

Professional, Technical and
Related Workers

Administrative, Executive and
Managerial Workers

Clerical workers

Transport

Service Workers

Production and Construction Workers

694

632

556

516

363

548

102

1.64

81

98

74

9

6.78

3.86

6.86

5.27

4.93

6.00

Source: Smart and Teodosio (1983,p. Aa)

Illegal Recruitment Activities

The considerable wage differentials between overseas employment and domestic employment
have led to excess demand for overseas employment opportunities. Under competitive market
conditions this excess demand would lead to reduced wages. However, if overseas wages are
inflexible downward it will give rise to alternative forms of allocation of overseas jobs. In the
Philippines, excess demand for overseas jobs has resulted in the latter. In particular, a great

EAverage monthly earnings and average monthly remittances were estimated by ILMS (ILMS, 1983, Vol. 2, pp.
107-118). The author estimates the stock of workers who sent remittances during all of 1983 to be 513,190 (= 1,/2 of the
1983 placements, 2/3 of 1982 and 1/3 of 1981).
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many recruiters charge considerably more than the prescribed P500 (US$66) processing fe-e, thus
p.o*ridirg the licensei recruiter with an opportunity to reap monopoly rent. These-extra charges
are illegal and under-the-counter and can assume a significant proportion of a worker's overseas

*ug". For example, the average monthly wage of a Filipino 'ordinary s€aman' is approximately
US$3OO per month. The standard under-the-counter fee charged by shipping agencies respon-

sible for placing seamen, approximately US$a00. Smart and Teodosio (1933) found that, on
average, ih. 

"oit 
of securing a position in the Middle East was US$200. However, Go, et al.,

(19831, report that the cost to Filipinos of securing a Middle East iob was US$914, on average.

The existence of monopoly profits in the recruitment business has resulted in an extensive black

market in labor recruitme.rt *hi.h hur become of particular concern to the government. Rampant
illegal recruitment in the early 1970s was one of tlie reasons for Ministry of L-abor's creation-of the

NSB and the OEDB. Howevlr, illegal recruitment still continues. In 1983 the Ministry of Labor
resolved 804 cases involving illegal recruitment with a result that 44 agencies were suspended or
had their license or authoritylancelled (POEA, 1983b). In an attempt to further reduce exploitation
through illegal recruitment the POEA has conducted anti-illegal recruitment seminars in various
regions of the country, in addition to establishilg the Labor Assistance Center. However, it
wiuld be fair to say that illegal recruitment is stilt rife and seems to reflect an attitude on the part of
recruiters and some of theii regulators, as well as recruitees, that the alternative iob allocation
mechanisms which have evolved, although illegal, are acceptable.

The Corporate Export Strategy

Because of the problems surrounding the export of labor services,-labor export-policy has

experienced both major shifts and marginal adjustments in the past decade. ftpfently, another
mijor policy change has been under consideration. This new policy has been described as the

'coipoiate export slrategy'. Its purpose is to concentrate recruitment in the hands of an unspec-

ified numbei of large 
"ffi"i"ni 

recruiters thus reducing the number of legal recruiters. The

ostensible motives Ultrina the contemplated policy shift are several. First, the firms would be, as

the construction companies are now, the employers of the workers in the sense that the salaries of
the workers would be paid by the recruiting firms rather than the overseas firm to which the labor
is destined. This would make it easier foithe government to monitor foreign exchange earned

through the export of labor services. Secondly, because of their size and hence financial base the

large Lbor exporting firms would be in a better position-to protect the interests of their workers
whfle abroadind th"e welfare of their families left behind. Iiis envisaged that the firms would be

responsible for ensuring that the required percentage of the overseas workers' salary is paid to the

person(s) nominated by the *o.k".. At present, without the ability to- monitor individual
workerls remittances, nominated recipients have no guarantee that they will receive remittances.

Thirdly, with only a small number of iecruitment firms it is qClrgd that the scope for cooperation
,*onj ih.* is en"hanced. Competition among suppli_ers in the labor export market can be gre-atly

reducJd. As a consequence it w;uld become difficult f or overseas labor importers to play one firm
off against the other as is now the case. Assuming the labor importers do not turn to sources of
laboioutside the Philippines, such cooperation would ensure that a greater proportion of the

gains from trade in labor services are retained within the Philippines.

From the workers' perspective the corporate export strategy will be seen in a negative light'
Because the worker would be employed by a Filipino firm, rather than the overseas prime

contractor, he will expect a consideiably smalier wage. At present, construction workers recruited
by Filipino 'construciion companies' receive considerably lower-wages than those received by
worke.s of the same skills supplied by the OEDB but paid by their foreign government employers.

If the new POEA decides to prrrr" the'corporate export strategy'it will have to decide whether it
is going to allow the corpoiation to reap th" mo.,opoly profiti lvhich their-m_arket position will
di6w Ihe* to obtain oi whether it is going to monitor wage levels carefully to ensure a fair
distribution of the gains from trade in labor services between workers and recruiting agents.

I



THAILAND

The Growth of Labor Emigration

Contract labor emigration to the Middle East has been a relatively recent labor market devel-
opment in Thailand. The large wage differentials between Thailand and the Middle East have
ensured that large numbers of Thai workers are willing to take up contracts.

Evidence of a rapid increase in the export of labor services can be gleaned from official Labor
Department figures. These figures indicate a substantial growth in labor recruitment (Table 6).
In 1982, 108,519 overseas workers' contracts were registered with the Labor Department. In
1983 the number of contracts registered fell to 67,311-. However, these figures fall far short of
actual labor emigration due to a significant amount of illegal recruitment.

TABLE 5
Number of Contracts Registered with Labor Department, L977-83

Year Number

1977
1.978
7979
1980
L981
1982
r,983

3,870
15,550

9,1.29
27,049
24,739

108,519
67,3LL

Source: Labor Department, unpublished data.
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It is generally accepted among those familiar with the operation of the Thai labor export
market that the Labor Department's records of contract labor emigration significantly understate
the actual level of emigration. Estimates of actual emigration vary widely. On the basis of
information detailed below, the author has estimated that for 1983 the number of Thai workers
abroad would range between 165,000 and 225,000.

Destination and Occupational Dishibution
of the Thai Contract Workers

At the beginning of the 1980s over 99 percent of contract workers coming under the auspices of
the Labor Department were bound for the Middle East (Table 7). Of the Middle Eastern countries,

TABLE 7
Countries of Destination of Thai Contract Workers, 1980-82

Country 1980 1983

Number Percentage Number Percentaget

L

Saudi Arabia
Libyan Arab ]amahariya
Iraq
Qatar
Kuwait
U.A.E.
Bahrain
Jordan
Yemen
Algeria
Oman

Middle East
TOTAL

Singapore
Brunei
Malaysia
Macao
Indonesia
Ethiopia
fapan

Grand Total

9,948
6,497

959
'J.,017

958
757
306

33

=rt

20,690

an

20,88L

47.64
31.L1

4.59
4.87
4.59
3.63
L.47
0.16
1.03

99.09

1"

100.0

5'J-,841
5,092
'1,,472
'1,,020

2,573
1.61
198

1,833

228
109

64,527

'J.,378

240
970

7
17
35

1.37

67,311

77.02
7.56
2.19
1,.52
3.82
0.24
0.29
2.72

0.34
0.16

95.86

2.05
0.36
1..44
0.01
0.03
0.0s
0.02

100.0

L

L

L Source: Department of Labor, unpublished data. , I

Saudi Arabia is by far the most significant source of demand for Thai overseas workers,
accounting for over 77 percent of the total during l-983. As Table 8 indicates, increasing Saudi
Arabian demand accounted for most of the growth in overseas employment of Thais between
1980 and 1983. Outside the Middle East, Singapore is the major country of destination. The
figure in TableT understates the actual number of Thais in Singapore which, as shown in Section
VI, is more likely to be between 4,000 and 5,000. Thais working illegally in Malaysia could easily
exceed 10,000 (See, Section V below).

L
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TABLE 8
Previous (Major) Occupational Distribution of Thai Overseas Workers (a)

Occupation Number Percentage

Unemployed
Surveyor
Cook
Specialized Foreman
Panel Beater
Light Equipment Mechanic
Electrician
Pipe Fitter
Plumber
Welder (Electric)
Painter
Mason
Iron Worker
Light Vehicle Driver
Laborer
Carpenter
All Others

TOTAL

118
5
8

11
7

'1.9

14
6

11
11

9
49
17
32
34
21.

]-28

500

23.6
1.0
L,6
2.2
L.4
3.8
2.8
L.Z
2.2
2.2
1.8
9.8
3.4
6.4
6.8
4.2

2s.6

100.0

(a) Maior previous occupational distribution means those occupations recording five or more emigrants. Although_the'
number oioccupations used in coding the data was 1.L4, 79 workers were classified as being in occupations other than
these 114. Thusihere couldbe several more'major'occupational groupswhich havebeen concealedwithin the "all others'
category.

Source: Sample of overseas worker registration forms lodged with the Labor Department.

TABLE 9
Skill Category of Thai Overseas Workers

Skill Level Number Percentage

Unskilled (a)
Semi-Skilled (b)
Skilled (c)
Unknown

TOTAL

87
57

320
36

500

17.4
LL.4
64.0
7.2

100.0

(a) Occupations included: Houseboy, Officeboy, Office Janitor, House Janitor, Laundryman, Laborer, etc.

(b) Occupations included: Cashier, Storekeeper, Warehouse clerk, Cook, Dumptruck Driver, Light Vehicle Driver, etc.

(c) Occupations included: Surveyor, Draftsman, Soil Lab. Technican, Lab. Technican, Spare Parts Specialist, Eqlipment- ' 
Specialist, Nurse, Manager, Foreman, Panel Beater, Fitter, Mechanic, Oiler, Airconditioning Equipment vlechanic,
Electrician, Auto Electrician, Electrical Fitter, Interior electrician, Pipe Fitter, Plumber, Welder, Painter, Mason, Iron
Worker, Insulator, Pump Operator, Crane Tower Operator, Backhoe Operator, Dozer Operator, Grader Operator,
Roller Operator, Crane Operator, Scraper Operator, Heavy Vehicle Driver, Carpenter, etc.

Source: Sample of overseas worker registration forms lodged with Labor Department.

A sample of 500 overseas workers reported in Table 8 shows that so:ne 23.6 percent of Thai
workeis were previously unemployed. Some 50 percent possessed skills which enabled them to
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obtain jobs in the construction sector of the Middle East. The survey also indicated that skilled
workers were most in demand. Table 9 shows they accounted for 64 percent of the workers
surveyed, while unskilled and semi-skilled workers accounted for 17 .4 percent and tt.A percent,
respectively.

Some Demographic Characteristics
of Emigrant Workers

From Table 10 it can be seen that emigrant workers are generally in the prime of their working life
when taking up overseas employment. The average age of those workers surveyed is slightly
over 31 years. The standard deviation was just under 7 years, while their ages ranged from a low
of 19 years to a high of 54 years. Those in the age group 26 to 30 proved to be the largest
proportion of workers, accounting for 28 percent. Of the 500 workers surveyed, 498 indicated
their marital status. Of these 164 were single while 334 were married.

TABLE 1.0

Age Distribution of Thai Overseas Workers

L Age Group
Percentage

Number of Total

(

20 or less
21, to 25
26 to 30
31 to 35
36 to 40
41, to 45
46 to 50
50 and over

TOTAL

6
L1.7
140
106

72
51

4
4

500

L.2
23.4
28.0
21.2
L4.4
1.0.2

0.8
0.8

100.0

L Source: Sample of overseas worker registration forms lodged with Labor Department.

TABLE 11.

Number of Children and Dependents of Overseas Workers

Number of
children
per worker Frequency

Number of
dependents
per worker Frequency

L

0
1.

2
3
4
5
6

7-10

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

7-10

195
71

1.07
62
38
1.6

6
5

Averages: Children per worker = 1.560
Dependents per worker = 2.502

1.46
23
85
90
69
43
25
'1.9

Source; Sample of overseas worker registration forms lodged with Department of Labor.
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Table 11- provides information pertaining to the number of children and other dependents of
overseas workers. Those with no dependents accounted for 29.2 percent of the total.

These figures do have social significance. Although no systematic survey of returned workers
has yet been undertaken, there is sufficient anecdotal evidence to suggest that family dissolution
is a frequent outcome of overseas migration. This is an area begging for close study, for it is
possible that governmental and community efforts may ameliorate this unfortunate by-product
of international migration. Marriage breakdown and family dissolution must be included on the
cost side of any ledger of the benefits and costs of a policy of labor export.

TABLE 12
Educational Attainment of Thai Overseas Workers

Level of Attainment Number Percentage

Attended Elementary School
Elementary School Graduate
Vocational Training
Attended High School
High School Graduate
Attended College
College Graduate

TOTAL

340
65
42

1
21.
2L
10

500

68.0
13.0

8.4
0.2
4.2
4.2
2.0

100.0

Source: Sample of overseas worker registration forms lodged with Labor Department.

Table 12 summarizes information pertaining to the educational attainment of emigrant workers.
A significant proportion of workers, some 68 percent, had not completed primary school. Those
with formal vocational training accounted for 8.4 percent of those surveyed, while the proportion
with some college units or college graduates was a mere 6.2 percent.

Estimating Numbers Abroad

As mentioned above, the number of contracts recorded by the Labor Department is only a
fraction of the actual number of contract workers going abroad. The great majority of workers
are recruited by a large number of unregistered firms, indicating that recruitment of workers is
highly decentralized. It was generally believed among officials of the Labor Department that only
20 to 30 percent of emigrant workers coming under the purview of the Labor Department were
recruited by registered recruitment firms. The same would appear to apply for the number of
recruitment firms. Over 600 recruiting firms were said to be operating in Thailand, while the
Labor Department has registered just over 120 firms.

The significance of illegal recruitment makes it difficult to obtain a reliable direct estimate of
the number of Thais working abroad. Moreover, the labor importing countries of the Middle East
do not seem to know the precise number of Thai workers in their countries. Indirect estimates rely
on the piecing together of information from a number of sources. Some of the more reliable
information which can be helpful in this regard is figures on remittances from the Middle East
provided by the Bangkok Bank and Bank of Thailand. As can be seen from Table 13 remittances
from overseas workers have grown substantially in the last few years. 1n1982 the Bangkok Bank
recorded US$446 million of remittances from workers in the Middle East. The following year
remittances from the Middle East totalled US$676 million.

Remittances from all foreign countries in 1983 were US$840 million which amounts to over L3
percent of merchandise exports, making overseas workers'remittances the number two foreign
exchange earner, being only slightly behind rice.
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TABLE 13
Contract Worker Remittances from the Middle East as Recorded by Central Bank,1979-82

(Millions of U.S. Dollars)

Year Remittances

L L979
1980
198r_
1982
1983

81.53
239.s0
480.1_1
446.06
675.99

L Source: Unpublished data from Bangkok Bank and Bank of Thailand.

TABLE 1.4

Average Monthly Wages of Overseas Contract Workers
(In U.S. Dollars)

Occupation Wages Occupation Wages

L

t

L

(

Surveyor
Draftsman
Soil Lab. Technician
Laboratory Technician
Cashier
Storekeeper
Warehouse Clerk
Spare Parts Specialist
Equipment Specialist
Nurse
Manager
Cook
Houseboy
Officeboy
Office Janitor
House Ianitor
Laundryman
Foreman
Foreman (Specialized)
Panel Beater
Fitter
Light Equipment Mechanic
Heavy Equipment Mechanic
Oiler
Airconditioning Eq. Mech.
Auto Electrician

60s
7'1.5

764
775
750
s90
450
627
750
61.4

1000
374
236
3L2
276
167
350
669
687
466
450
493
52't
3r.5
s02
450

Electrical Fitter
Electrician
Interior Electrician
Pipe Fitter
Plumber
Welder (Electric)
Welder (Gas)
Painter
Mason
Iron Worker
Insulator
Pump Operator
Crane Tower Operator
Backhoe Operator
Dozer Operator
Grader Operator
Roller Operator
Crane Operator
Scraper Operator
Dumptruck Driver
Heavy Vehicle Driver
Light Vehicle Driver
Laborer
Carpenter

Others

627
463
473
479
404
51.4

520
377
366
36L
460
390
s20
455
459
445
520
524
455
421.
479
388
242
362

596

Weighted Average: 424.21

Source: Sample of overseas worker registration forms lodged with Labor Department.

Several other pieces of information are necessury to use remittance figures to arrive at an
estimate of the number of workers abroad. First, it is essential to have a reasonably accurate
estimate of average monthly earnings. Secondly, it is necessary to know what proportion of their
incomes overseas workers remit over their one-year contract period.
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Information regarding average monthly wage rates is contained in Table 14. The weighted
average monthly wage rate for all occupations regardless of destination was US$424.21.The
average wage of workers destined for the Middle East was US$426.84. This is somewhat more
than the average wage of US$390 per month for Filipino construction workers in the Middle East.
When adjustments are made to account for overtime the average earnings of Thais in the Middle
East increases to US$587 per month.e If the bonus of one month's salary received at the end of
contract is added, the average monthly earnings over the one year contract period would be
us$622.

The next piece of information necessary for estimating the number of workers abroad is the
proportion of earnings which Middle East workers remit through official banking channels. Some
of the migrant's earnings are also brought back in the form of cash. From Table 15 we can see that
on average 6L.77 percent of total receipts were remitted through official bank channels or
brought back in the form of cash. Given that the average worker receives approximately from
US$7464 over a one-year contract period, then remittances out of this would, on average, equal

TABLE 15
Remittances as a Percentage of Total Earnings by Country of Employment a

Country Percentage

Saudi Arabia
Libyan Arab |amahariya
Kuwait
Iraq
Bahrain
Iran
Others

Weighted A*rerageb

60.57
67.48
93.02
64.77
61..49
6L.26
60.88

61..77

Notes: a Over the period 1975-80.

b W"ight"d by the proportion of the total number of workers in each country.

Source: Unpublished inlormation from a survey of returned overseas workers by the NESDB, November-December,
1981.

US$4611. However, this figure includes money brought back with the worker upon the completion
of his contract, which further complicates matters. There seems to be a consensus of opinion
amonS those familiar with the financial behavior of migrant workers that they bring home in cash
or kind both their end of contract bonus and their last couple of months'salary. For our purposes
the crucial question is how much do they bring back in cash and how much in kind. One can only
speculate as to the relative proportions. It would seem that returnees would be loathe to carry
large amounts of cash on their person, particularly since many must find their own way back to
their villages after returning to Bangkok. Moreover, the difference between.the black market and
the official rate of exchange is so small that it would not provide an incentive to return with cash.
For the purposes of arriving at a range of estimates of the numbers abroad, let us then say that the
typical worker brings back in cash the equivalent of US$500. This would then imply that the
typical worker rer.nits through official banking channels approximately US$4,111 per year.

Let us take another route in our attempt to arrive at a figure for average remittances through
official banking channels for the typical migrant. Filipino construction workers are required to
remit 70 percent of their basic monthly wage. Officials believe this to be an easily achievable level
of remittance because workers are provided with food, lodging and transportation. In fact, most

e It is assumed that the number of hours of overtime are two per eight hour day paid at 1.5 times basic hourly pay.
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Filipino-construction workers remit well in excess of the 70 percent of basic wage requirement,
usually because of overtime earnings. Let us assume that Thii workers remit 70-per."nt of th"ii
basic wage and overtime earnings for the first ten months of their contract. Let usiurther assume
that their last two months of salary plus their end of contract bonus is used for the purchase of
goods and to-bring back US$500, as suggested above. This would imply that, o. urr".ug. u
worker would remit through official banking channels 70 percent of USE3,SZO, or US$4,i09,
during the period of his contract. This is almost identica[ to the figure arrived at above for
remittances through official banking channels.

These estimates of average remittances per worker are higher than those made 'off the top of
the head'by an official of the Bangkok Bank, who claims t6at monthly remittances p"r *oik"t
range- from US$200 to US$400 per month, with the average being roughly US$300 per month.
Based on the assumption that each worker retains his lasi two monthi' ialary plus his end of
contract bonus, the average amount per worker sent through official channels would be US$3,000
per year. In the author's opinion this estimate is probably on the conservative side,

We are now in a position to provide a range of estimates of the stock of workers overseas based
on remittance figures for 1980-82 (Table l-6). The estimates are derived by dividing estimates of
total remittances through official banking channels by the lower and upper estimates of the

Number of Contracts Registered with th" Lff:btrtfr,*"", and Estimates of the Actual Number
of Contract Workers Abroad, 1980-1983

Year Labor Dept. Estimate of Stock of Workers Abroad

Annual Placements

2L,049
24,739

108,519
67,3'L'L

Low High
I

L

(

1980
1981
1.982
1 983

58,287
7'1.6,844
135,025
L64,5L4

79,833
1,60,037
'1,49,663

225,330

Source: Labor Department estimates from unpublished Labor Department information.

average amount of remittances sent through those channels by a contract worker over a one{ear
contract period. For example, in 1983 remittances from the Middle East were estimated to be
US$675.99 million. Dividing this figure by the Bangkok Bank official's estimate of average
remittances per worker over a one-year contract period, we arrive at what would have to 6e
considered the upper range of the estimate of the stock of workers in the Middle East in 1981.
That figure is 225,330. If, however, we were to assume, as was estimated above, that overseas
workers on average remit US$4109 over the,one-year,contract period, then the number of
workers in the Middle East during 1981 would have been 164,5L4.

In the preceding discussion remittances through official banking channels were estimated.
These remittances are only a portion of the total earnings of Thai workers abroad. Thus they are
considerably less than the total earnings that end up in Thailand. We have estimated that the
average of Thai earnings plus overtime in the Middle East was US$587 per month. If we were to
assume that workers consume 30 percent of their monthly earnings (and this figure must be
considered high since workers are provided with food and lodging as well as having their
trarrsportation paid) then over the one-year contract period earnings destined for Thailind in
either cash or kind would be US$4,931 per worker. If the one monthk salary bonus is added, the
total figure would be US$5,358. Using our lower and upper range estimates of numbers of Thais
in the Middle East, it appears that in L982/83 Thai workers in the Middle East sent and brought
back to Thailand between US$S73.2 million and US$1,196 million in cash and goods. This
amounts to between 14 percent and 19 percent of merchandise exports over the period ]uly 1982
through June 1983, making remittances in cash and kind the number one export industry of
Thailand.

L
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Wage Differentials: The Stimulus to Migration

It:f,{"tt willingness of Thai workers to take up.employment in the Middle East must largely
be attributed to the substantial wage differentials which exist between that region and Thailind.
Table 17 -shows that, on average, Thai workers destined for abroad *hJ *"." pru"io"rtv
-employed received an average mo-nthly T?8e of US$136.24. The average wage aLroad was
U.S. $428.75' The over-all wage differeniiul b-et*""n overseas u"a rnaitu"tirr th?" p."it"rrv
employed was 3'15. This figure greatly understates the true earnings aiff"re"tiaifor ,"r"rrl
reasons' First, the majority of overseas workers receive free food and accommodation.
Secondly, the overseas workers will receive, on average, an additional az.i perceni J-trir U"ri.
monthly income as overtime payments and end of contiact bonus. Ignoring the value of food and
accommodation, but including typit?l overtime and bonus pryn Jntr, thf average wug" Jiff..-
ential would be 4.6 (: US$7,503/US$1,635). -

4t "lu would expect, these large wage differentials have led to excess demand for available
jobs. The consequence of this excess demand is much the same as it is in the Philippines. It
provides.unscrupulous recruiters with the--opportunity to collect large sums of *on"1iior tt"
mere verbal promise of a job in the Middle East. Even if a potentialworker is ,...uitJ by u

TABLE 1.7

Overseas Wages, Thai Wages, and Wage Differential
by Major Occupations a ruS$ per month)

Occupation Overseas Wages Thai Wage Differential

Surveyor
Cook
Foreman
Light equipment mechanic
Electrician
Plumber
Electric Welder
Painter
Mason
Carpenter
Iron Worker
Light Vehicle Driver
Laborer
Others

Weighted average

180.60
145.88
279.36
L46.00
736.92
138.91
138.60
130.11
130.56
1.20.1,4
1.54.81
]-28.97

88.77
13s.91

1.36.24

Not"s: a 'Maior' refers to those occupational categories both overseas and in Thailand in which at least five workers were
listed.

| ,F ry"S},:,d average wage differs from that in Table 14 because only those occupations containing at least five workers
for both Thailand and overseas were used. Thus the sample size underlying Table 17 differs fr.- t["t 

""alJyir,g 
Table-t 

4.

Source: sampling of overseas worker registration forms lodged with Department of Labor.

legitimate recruiter, either registered- or-unregistered, he can still count on having to pay charges
far in excess of- the legal amount. The legal imount is 25 percent of the worke"r's firsi month,s
salary. Given that the average wage paid to Thai workersln the Middle East is USSAZA.zI per
Tqlth, the legal recruitment fee, on iveragershould be US$10 7 .L9 .lnfact, as can be ,u"r, f.t.r,
Table 18 actual c_h-arges rangg between USSSSs and US$L,126. In 1980 the arrerajere.rrit-"nt
fee charged was US$780. Additional expenses incurred in acquiring a job took ih. totul to u.t
average of US$974.

In a more recent study, Singhanetra-Renard (L983) found that Thai villagers from Lan Tong in

604.60
383.64
679.54
s31..15
446.90
402.32
502.87
376.6L
359.24
367.77
357.00
39L.26
244.76
547.L3

428.75

3.3s
2.63
2.43
3.64
3.26
2.90
3.63
2.89
2.75
3.06
2.3L
3.04
2.76
4.03

3.1s
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northern Thailand incurred expenses of between US$1S00 and $2100 to secure a position in the
Middle East, including a commission to the recruiting agent ranging from US$87b to $1304. It
was found that to raise such relatively large sums the potential migrant must piece together
money from a variety of sources, but principally from loans from other villagers (52.5%). Forty
percent of potential migrants mortgaged their land and/or sold some of their assets to acquire

TABLE 18
Average Expenditure for Obtaining Overseas Employment

by Occupation a (in U.S. dollars)

Occupation
As%of

Expenses Annual Salary

Carpenter
Mason
Iron Worker
Mechanic
Welder
Electrician
Painter
Driver
Cook
Foreman
Laborer
Ianitor
Others

All Occupations

1.000
973
921
779
766
864

L077
1104

697
585

1]-26
989
872

974

24.15
22.84
20.30
1L.85
1s.31
L5.7s
2L.22
22.49
20.24

9.01
38.6L
40.60
18.54

22.61.

Note: a Over the period 1975-80.

Source: Unpublished data from field survey of overseasworkers undertaken by the NESDB, November-December,1981.

L xilmiin*I:::lmrl'fl',,",1}i,X,lf:,?l,"ir?:lHffii",l;?,xi:Hl:ll;ffi:xl1::
between 6 and 10 months to pay off their debt (Singhanetra-Renard, 1983). Thus re-contracting
becomes crucially important to making overseas employment a profitable experience.

Despite the considerable expenses incurred in securing a job in the Middle East, the net
potential earnings of the overseas worker are still much larger than what can be earned in

( Thailand.

L

Regulating Recruitment

It was mentioned above that recruitment of overseas workers in Thailand is highly decentralized.
It involves an estimated 600 plus firms, the great majority of which are not registered with the
Labor Department. These facts should not be interpreted as meaning that there is a dearth of
legislation regulating the operation of the labor export market. The fact is that there are long
standing laws which apply to labor recruitment, either for domestic or overseas employment. The
Employment and lob-Seeker Protection Act, 8.8.2511, which finds its roots in 1932 legislation,
has been in force since 1968. The act empowers the Director General of the Department of Labor
and the Provincial Governors to license private employment agents within their respective
iurisdictions. Those licensed are allowed to render employment services to job-seekeri for a
service charge of 25 percent of the worker's first month's salary. Those license holders intending
to recruit labor for overseas work come under the purview of the Overseas Employment Service

t
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Division, Department of Labor. The Ministry of Interior has established guidelines and regu-
lations regarding the sending of workers abroad. License holders must submit their clients'
employment contracts to the Department of Labor (of the Ministry of Interior) for scrutiny. Once
approved, agents with contracts are free to recruit workers for their client. Once the prospective
workers are selected the recruiter then arranges for each worker to be issued a passport and
visa. As well, the recruiting agent must bring selected workers to the Labor Department for final
explanations of the conditions of the contract and some for orientation sessions aimed at
informing the workers of what to expect in their country of destination.

There are a specified set of rules to which registered recruitment agents must adhere. Failure to
abide by these rules can result in cancellation of the agent's license. Two rules which firms almost
invariably break relate to recruitment charges. The Act specifies that an agent's commission shall
not exceed 25 percent of the worker's first month's salary and the agent shall not collect the
commission before the worker commences his employment.

With regard to the export of labor services, the Employment and lob-Seekers Protection Act
has several shortcomings. First, unlike registered recruitment agencies in the Philippines, Thai
recruitment agents are not required to establish an assurity bond to guarantee the repatriation of
workers in the advent of contract violations. Such cases become the burden of the Thai embassies
in the country concerned. Secondly, the Act stipulates that an agent engaged in the illegal export
of workers will be subject to a fine of 1,000 Baht or approximately US$44, a relatively
insignificant amount when compared with recruitment fees that can be in excess of US$1,000
(Table 18). Thirdly, the Act has no provisions concerning the operation of sub-contractors. More
specifically, an agent or company can obtain a sub-contract in the Middle East, usually exclu-
sively for the supply of labor, and then return to Thailand and hire workers directly. Thus the
agent or company is not operating as an employment broker, but rather as an employer. The
government is aware of these shortcomings of the Act and has been considering various alter-
ations and extensions to its provisions.

Employment Effects of Labor Export

It appears that the opening up of overseas employment opportunities has contributed signific-
antly to employment growth and the alleviation of unemployment in Thailand. Between 1980
and June 1983 employment growth in the Thai economy would have been approximately 1.3
million.lo Using the average of the lower and upper range estimates of the number of Thais
abroad over this period, the growth of overseas employment opportunities in the Middle East
would have amounted to just over 124,000. As a consequence, overseas employment growth has
accounted for approximately 9.5 percent of total employment growth over this period. In
1982/83 the stock of overseas workers in the Middle East amounted to over 13 percent of
Thailand's unemployment during that period.

However, the export of labor services can create skill bottlenecks. If exported workers are in
short supply and are complementary to domestic workers, it could reduce domestic output and
employment. An official of the Bangkok Bank expressed some concern that in the near future
there would, given current levels of training, be dramatic shortages of certain skills. Indeed
financial aid was granted by the Bank to various job trdining centers. As in the Philippines it
would be wise for Thai policy-makers to monitor carefully the skill composition of labor export
as they may need to devote additional resources to labor training.

Migration and Skill Formation

It is commonly suggested that temporary labor emigration leads to skill acquisition, enhancing
developmental prospects with the return of workers. Evidence gleaned from Thai data indicates

10 This estimate is derived from labor force data presented in the Bank of Thailand, Annual Economic Report,1981
(1982) and Bank of Thailand, Thailand: Economic Conditions in 1.982 and Outlook for 1983 (1983).
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TABLE 19
Skill formation of Thai Overseas Workers

No.

No change in occupation
Probable skill acquisition
Probable skill loss
Indeterminate

TOTAL

241. 56.8
756 36.8
t9 4.5
8 L.9

424 100.0

t.-

L

L

Source: Sample of overseas worker registration forms lodged with Labor Department.

that, on balance, labor export makes a positive contribution to skill formation, though in some
cases it has possibly led to skill loss. As Table 19 shows, 241, of the A2lworkers indiciting both
previous and overseas employment did not change occupations and 156 indicated "Probable
Skill Acquisition". But as noted earlier, 118 workers were unemployed before migration.
Because a period of unemployment is perhaps the most rapid source of 'deskilling', it canlhen be
concluded that in their case skill acquisition was an important benefit of emigration. In addition
to the unemployed workers underlying the figure for "Probable Skill Acquisitlon", there were 38
workers who were previously employed and who took up overseas ociupations which would
have improved their level of skills. Thus just over 38 percent of thoie sampled probably
improved their level of skills. Eight others moved into occupations which would have imparted
new skills, but perhaps at the expense of 'deskilling'in relation to their previous occupation. In
just ove-r four percent of the cases, or 19, could it be said that workers probably lost skills as a
result of their sojourn abroad.

On balance, Thailand seems to have fared well in terms of the contribution of labor emigration
to economic welfare. It appears that remittances have been substantial; a large number of new
jobs have been created, many of which went to the unemployed; and labor emigration seems to
make a skill contribution to the economy. However, these conclusions rnust be considered
tentative, for reasons more fully developed in Section VII.
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Indonesia,.like Thailand, is a recent p?ticipant in the export of short-term labor services. It has
only belatedly begun to undertake maior marketing effects to expand employment prospects in
the Middle East. In the past its main involvement in labor export has been in the international
shipping industry. This involvement goes back a number of years and is undoubtedly accounted
for by its colonization by the Dutch and its geographic location.

The Growth in Labor Export
and lts Geographic Distribution

Official information on overseas labor migration in Table 20 indicates some growth in the
number of workers finding employment abroad. In comparison with Thailand, and particularly
the Philippines, this increase is not impressive.'However, as is the case with Thailand, a

substantial proportion of those finding work abroad do so without the knowledge of the
government authorities responslble for administering labor emigration. Perhaps the largest
proportion of those circumventing official channels are recruited by unlicensed firms, and hence
illegally. Others find their own overseas employment. Of this latter group of overseas workers, a
great many go to Saudi Arabia on tourist visas ostensibly to undertake their pilgrimage to Mecca.
Many stay on and seek work.

In terms of officially sanctioned contract labor migration, the Middle East is the most important
source of overseas employment opportunities for Indonesian workers (Table 21). In L983/1984,
it accounted forL9,862, or 64.5 percent, of workers processed by the Department of Manpower.
As is the case with both Thailand and the Philippines, Saudi Arabia is the major employer of offi-
cially sanctioned overseas workers.

It is impossible to arrive at an accurate estimate of the number of Indonesian workers abroad.
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TABLE 20
Number of Indonesian Overseas Workers Processed

by the Ministry of Manpower and Transmigration, 1975/76-1.983/84

L

Year
1975/76
1976/77
1977 /78
1978/79
1979/80
L980/81
1981,/82
L982/83
Le83/84

Number
1,,923
2,994
8,213

10,365
7,967

L2,675
'J_7,904

2L,152
30,790

Source: Department of Manpower and Transmigration, Buku Data, Kegiatan Ditlin Binaguna, Selama PelitaJl (1,974/75
S/D 1978/79), Table I.F.2., Page 31 and unpublished data from the Sub-Directorate for Inter-Regional and Overseas
Employment, Department of Manpower and Transmigration.

TABLE 21
Geographic Distribution of Indonesian Overseas Workers

Processed by the Department of Manpower,1983/84

Number %

Saudi Arabia
Iraq
Kuwait
Abu Dhabi
Iordan
Singapore
Hong Kong
Malaysia
]apan
Australia
Philippines
Netherlands
Greece
France
United Kingdom
Monaco
Federal Republic of Germany
Italy
Switzerland
United States
Other

TOTAL

L8,552 60.3
L08 0.4
798 2.6
400 L.3

4 0.0
2,096 6.8

30s 0.1
3,568 11,.6

77 0.2
6 0.0
1 0.0

1,,446 4.7
L88 0.6
81 0.3
95 0.3
4L 0.1

1,035 3.4
7 0.0
6 0.0

L,846 6.0
130 0.4

30,790 100.0

Source: Unpublished data from the Sub-Directorate for Inter-Regional and Overseas Employment, Department of
Manpower and Transmigration.

This is partly attributable to the problem of illegal recruitment. Estimates of the number of illegal
recruits vary widely. The author was provided with estimates ranging from 5,000 to 60,000.
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TABLE22
Industrial Groupings of Overseas Workers

Industry Number Percentage

Construction
Shipping
Mining
Hotels
Transport
Services
Telecommunications

TOTAL

8,'167
4,'1,53

21
97

664
10

143

L3,255

6'1..6L
31.33

0.16
0.73
5.01
0.08
1.08

100.0

Source: unpublished data from the Sub-Directorate of Inter-Regional and Overseas Employment, D.pu.,.*, olManpower and Transmigration.

Industrial Grouping of Overseas Workers

Perhaps some of the more reliable information available relates to the occupational distributionof overseas workers. By.sampling unpullished aut, u"uitult" i" ih. oupu.i1n.r,i;i M;;;o*..,the author was able to-determinJthe industriat 8.;"pil;;itior. o*r.rr"as workers processedbv the D-epartment (Table 2z). Byfar rhe greatest plwortion 
"f 

;;;i..;r,';?;;'.i;;,, ,r.employed by firms claiming to be in the constiuction rriaritqry rl,ip"pi.rg.rr,kr recond, accountingfor 31'33 percent of overse-as employmenr. The remaini"; #;;;ir;.;;i;ti";iv'""i-i"rtr"t.
- The sample shows that Saudi Arabia accounted for 73 percent of construction workers, whileIraq and Singapore accounted for 20 and 5.percent, respectiv"rv. ir,".."1""rrr-oi'opi.,ior,
among interviewees was that a large- proportion of those *o.t# engaged in the .onrt.'rr.tio.industrv are unskilled. only recentf has t^he rtitir"""l"r "fii;;Iil;".;;ift;Uill.,aor,.riur,labor begun to increase.

The Netherlands was the main employer of overseas Indonesian seamen, accounting for 35percent. other countrie-s in-descendingoider of importan.;;;;;H""g K;;git%);3fi;.or."('J.jy,), saudi Arabi a (8o/o), Kuwait (o;/.),lapan (62") and tl," u"it"a ri""sdo;iJ i"\'.' 
-*'

Of those w-orkers grouped in-to mining,- transport, services and telecommunication, all wereemployed in Saudi Arabii. Of those class"ified as hot;l;;rk;dG percent found work in SaudiArabia and the remainder in the Netherlands A..hist, ;rop;;,jff'Ji1il; ii'll.i,prri."rrgroupings classified as "services' appears to be illeg"at "*iir*ir. Apparently, u su6Ju.tiulnumber of pilgrims stav on in Saudi Arabia and fild ;;;?;;.mesric servants. withoutcontracts or a proper visa many find themselves in a weak bargaining position ols-ri-uis their em-ployer.

Wages and Conditions

Information on the earnings of Indonesian construction workers in the Middle East is presented inTable 23. The wages shown are those which hure be"r, ha.,;; ao*" tt th. D$;;ent ofManpower as non-binding guidelines for Indonesian contractors and laboisupplie.l. iiupp"u*that the wage guidelitt"s ha*be* drawn up in consultutio" *itl,ilil ffi;;1#'t".*r1il* .rConstruction Industries (ICCI). The Depariment does not nu"" ioi-a gdrli;"c" guij"ri.,"r.
l:,:I^::q:;1aid bv ICCI a-ssociates vaiy, often q.uite.o"ria..u[ty, urorntiiu*is"'s"iduri.,.,
tor a partrcular occupation. It is unclear whether all Indonesian workers destined fo". t[" Vtiaat"East are provided with free food and accommodation (or an eq;;;i;"t;ir";;;;+ e' oiri"iutfrom the ICCI stated that ICCI employees must pay roi trr&}o.j und ac.o^*odation.
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TABLE 23
Average Monthly Basic Salary of Indonesian Construction Workers

in Saudi Arabia as Prescribed by the Department of Manpower,198L (U.S. Dollars)

Occupation Wage

Laborer
Ianitor
Driver
Carpenter
Electrician
Welder
Mason
Ironworker/Rebar
Equipment Operator
Foreman
General Foreman
Supervisor

I $1194
220
2s9
376
376
376
376
376
456
456
520-61.2
61.2-675

Source: Unpublished information provided by the Department of Manpower.

The wage guidelines in Table 23 relate to legal recruiters. The claim is often made that workers
recruited by authorized contractors and recruiters receive considerably higher wages than
workers illegally recruited. It is alleged that the differences in wages can amount to 100 percent.

The salaries listed above are exclusive of overtime and end-of-contract bonuses. Typical
overtime of an Indonesian construction worker in the Middle East is 2 to 4 hours per day which is
paid at 1.5 times the basic hourly wage. End of contract bonus is typically one month's salary.

A survey of the 4,626 workers coming under the purview of the Coordinating Team on the
Middle East also looked at workers' earnings (Table 24). The monthly wage for an unskilled
laborer in Saudi Arabia varied between US$194 and US$269. When adjusted for typical overtime
payments and end of contract bonus, average monthly earnings over a one year contract period
would range between US$319 and US$444. If we further subtract the typical recruitment
charges, which would average approximately US$26 per month, then earnings would range
between US$293 and US$418. The actual range would vary widely around these figures

TABLE 24
Salary Ranges of Workers Coming Under the Purview

of the Coordinating Team for the Middle East, 1981 (U.S. Dollars)

Salary Range (a) Percentage

Less than $254
$254 to $328
$329 to $403
$404 to $477

More than $478

45.96
19.73

9.53
14.38
10.38

(a) Does not include overtime and bonus payments.

Source: Unpublished information from the CTME.

depending on a) whether the worker is employed by an ICCI firm or is recruited privately, b)
whether his food and accommodation are paid and c) generally, the conditions which the labor
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recruiter or contractor can negotiate for the workers. However, the purpose here is to compare
this typical range of earnings for an unskilled laborer with what 

"ould 

-be 
earned in Indonesia,

presuming work can be found. The typical Indonesian unskilled laborer would earn approxi-
mately US$25-per month. Dividing this figure into those which constitute the range of earnings of
the typical Indonesian laborer in the Middle East we find that the earnings difTerential ranges
between LL.7 andL6.7.

It would be fair to assume that this wage differential applies across occupations. As such, it
p-rovides a strong incentive for Indonesian workers to pursue employment in the Middle East. It
also provides an opportunity for those with the necessary financiil resources and managerial
abilities to engage in exporting labor. Unfortunately, it also presents the unscrupulous reciuiter
with an opportunity to divest keen potential emigrant workers of relatively largeiums of money,
often acquired by the mortgaging of land and other assets to local moneyl"r,d".r.

Regulating Recruitment

In Indonesia there are two forms of legal labor recruitment of overseas workers. First, as in the
Philippines, a number of Indonesian construction companies act as sub-contractors, submitting
competitive bids for the supply of all or a portion of the labor needs of a prime contractor.
Workers recruited to fulfill these contracts are then the employees of the Indonesian construction
company rather than the prime contractor. Secondly, labor suppliers can serve as employment
brokers, recruiting and supplying labor directly to prime contiaitors.

Responsibility for the supervision and regulation of labor recruitment is shared between two
directorates within the Department of Manpower and Transmigration. In the first instance, the
Sub-Directorate for Inter-regional and Overseas Employment is supposed to aid licensed recruiters
in the acquisition of manpower for export. This sub-directorate falls within the administrative
structure of the Directorate of (Manpower) Utilization which is part of the broader Directorate
General of Manpower Development and Utilization. Contracts of overseas workers lodged with
the Sub-Directorate of Inter-regional and Overseas Employment must be approved by the
Directorate General of Manpower Protection. The Indonesian Labor RecruiterJAssociation has
voiced concern over the lengthy process-between two and three months-of arriving at a final
approval of contracts (Kompas,4 March L933). As a consequence, many potential employers of
Indonesian labor choose to obtain their labor from other countries less himstrung by red tape.
The excessive time delay involved in the approval of contracts may also give rise to attempts to
expedite the approval by means of financial incentives.

It is somewhat ironic that such a long period of time is necessary to approve contracts since
there are at present no legal minimum salaries by occupation (only wage guidelines), no legal
maximum recruitment fee and no set administration fee which the recruiter can charge the
employer. Thus the authorities are not burdened with the task of meeting these details, whiih are
prescribed in both Thailand and the Philippines.

Individuals or firms outside Indonesia wanting to employ Indonesian labor have to comply
with several regulations. First, they must complete a "|ob Order Form for Indonesian Workers
Requested by Overseas Employers". This form requests details of the firm making the request, the
type and number of workers required, their personal characteristics, and the terms of employ-
ment. The form must then be verified by the Indonesian Embassy in the country in which the
worker will be employed, then forwarded to the firm's Indonesian representative. Although not
legally required, foreign firms are encouraged to appoint an Indonesian representative. At
present there are 7 4 authorized contractors and labor suppliers. The overseas firm is free to select
a representative from this list. The representative then must formally request the desired amount
of labor from the Department of Manpower and Transmigration. io secure approval the
representative must provide detailed information of the method and purpose of the recruitment
and the transport of the workers. Furthermore, this formal requesi-ust be accompanied by
several documents to confirm that the representative is properly authorized and a detailed draft
of the employment contract covering the terms and conditions of employment. Once the
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Department of Manpower and Transmigration receives those documents it then contacts the local
employment office to recruit suitable applicants or it conducts open registration. Applicants are
then referred to the requesting employer or his representative for final selection and the Department
is also responsible for verification of the employment contract.

Charges to those seeking work can vary considerably among recruiters. Considering that the
administrative costs involved in recruiting a worker appear to be around US$200, and that legal
recruiters receive between US$150-200 per worker from the employer, it is clear that some
charges are going to be levied on the employee by the recruiter. Several individuals reported that
illegal recruiters commonly charge between US$3L7 and US$633. Some recruiters provide
workers at no service charge to their employer-client or his agent, thus the revenues for the
recruiters must come entirely from the worker. In general, the excess supply of workers almost
desperate to acquire overseas work virtually guarantees that recruiters secure considerable
financial gain.

Remittances

In Indonesia information concerning remittances is scarce. The central bank, Bank of Indonesia,
does not enter overseas worker remittances as a separate item in the balance of payments.
Indonesian emigrant workers are not required to remit a specified proportion of their wage. As a
consequence, the Department of Manpower, responsible for the administration of labor export,
has no estimates of remittances as do the regulating authorities in the Philippines.

There is, however, some information on remittances retained by the Coordinating Team on the
Middle East (CTME). The remittance figures reported by the CTME are worker remittances sent
back by associates of the Indonesian Consortium of Construction Industries (ICCD. In 1982 these
remittances amounted to US$47.9 million. Remittances from January to September 1983 were
US$43.L million.

If these remittances are attributable solely to the employees of ICCI associates then we can
derive a rough estimate of the stock of ICCI workers in the Middle East. Let us assume, as we have
reason to deduce from Philippine and Thai data, that on average workers remit 70 percent of their
monthly earnings, but retain two months' salary plus end of contract bonus for a one year
contract. Next, recall that the average wage of Indonesian employees of ICCI associates is no less
than US$308 per month. If average monthly overtime payments are added to the basic monthly
wage, assuming an average of two hours per day overtime at time and a half pay, then average
monthly earnings would be US$423.50 per month. If 70 percent of this amount were remitted for
ten months per year by the average worker, then the stock of ICCI workers in the Middle East
over the period October 1982 through September 1983 would have been 18,586.

Employment Consequences of Labor Export

The labor force of Indonesians numbers some 71 million. Annual additions to the labor force
would be approximately two million. Unemployment is purported to be between 10 and 15
percent of the labor force. Given the magnitude of these figures it is clear that, at present, the
export of labor services to the Middle East is insignificant in terms of providing new employment
opportunities or alleviating unemployment. If we guess that overseas employment created
25,000 new jobs last year, that would amount to roughly 1.5 percent of employment growth in
that year. In terms of the number of unemployed Indonesians it amounts to less than 0.03 percent.

However, these calculations are based on current levels of labor export to the Middle East.
Given the stagnation of oil prices and reductions in development expenditure by the Middle East
oil producers, the market for labor export is going to become increasingly competitive. It remains
to be seen whether Indonesia can increase or even maintain its share of future labor demand in the
Middle East.
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The Middle East may be the Mecca for Indonesian emigrant workers, but by far the greatest
number finding over,seas employment do so in Malaysia. Eitimates of the numbers involved vary
widely. For Peninsular Malaysia estimates range between 100,000 and 300,000, and for Eajt
Malay-sia, prir-rcipally Sabah, between 1OO,O0O and 150,000. Thus it is possible that Malaysia
provides emplo,yment for almost a half million Indonesians. In the fight of these figures the
importance of the Middle East as a source of overseas employment is insignificant. We will now
turn our attention to Malaysia and Singapore, which are the two labor importers in ASEAN, and
examine the importance of labor imports to these economies.



MALAYSIA

Malaysia is a unique case in terms of ASEAN international labor movements. In recent years it
il;;&;;t"*"J rii"ifi"r"t levels of both labor emigration, mainly to Singapore although some

ffi;"ri;;;tll #J;;.k t" the Middle East, and immigration, principally from Indonesia,

Thailand and the pftifippi"e* Thai immigrants are conceni=rated inlhe northern states of Perlis

and Kelantan in peninliar tvt"luyriu. Alihough Indonesian immigrants are spread, throughout
p."i"r"i"r Mrirvrir, tfi"v ur" *rir,ly.on.entrited in the southern State of Johore where they are

ifr""gtrt to number i" ".L* "f 
1OO,OOO ltrleu, StraitsTimes2g December L981). Also-more than

1O6,dOO Indonesians ar" thoreht to reside in the East Malaysian State of Sabah' Filipino

i#ir;"tr;;" il""a pr"a.*r":*tly in Sabah and are thought to number-up to 250,000' The

""rt"in 
State of S"ru*'Jir uiro iuti.""a to have experience-d an inflow of foreign labor from

Indone$ia's portion of Borneo-Kalimantan.

Sectoral Labor Shortages and Labor Immigration

A casual inspection of macro-economic data could lead one to believe that international labor

-igr"tio", "r 
it Xf".tritr" u.o"omy of Peninsular Malaysia, should be unidirectional - outwards'

tn iSgO the economy *ur 
"*p"ri."cing 

a 5.4 percent unemployment rate' However, despite this

ih" ug.i"rltriut r""t"i, "o"ri*.ii"" Ind so*e manufacturing industries have all experienced

i"U"i?ttt"g"t of .rrtyi"jd"gr""r. In what follows, an attempt is made to piecetogether what

scant information is availible incerning sectoral labor shortages, their causes, and how industries

have responded.ll

11 Very little information is available conceming the effect of the alleged labor shorta_gcs;onwage rates. Theoretically,

t.lo" rt lri.g", .u. b" ,".olrJ bv "ll"*i"g 
*"gi"r to rise, assuming that the supply of labor is not inelastic' However,

there are a number o[ reasons why labor shortages may not be manifest in short-run wage increases.
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Agriculture

Agriculture appears to be the sector most seriously affected by labor shortages; although the
shortages do not appear to be spatially generalized, i.e.,they are specific to regions. Lim G982)
attributes the shortages in estate agriculture to several factors. The shortages in |ohore can be
attributed largely to the "pull" of higher paying urban jobs in Singapore. In Pihang the shortage is
believed to be the result of increased competition for labor resulting from the expansion of lind
development schemes. Inter-regional and inter-estate labor immobility also seems to play a role
in the shortages. Hence regions of labor surplus coexist with regions of labor shortage. Large
estates which are members of the Malaysia Agricultural Planters Association are also bound by
wage agreements which inhibit wage adjustments as a measure to alleviate regional shortages.

There are several other factors which appear to have contributed to the labor shortage in estate
agriculture, but which were not mentioned by Lim (L982),In l-969 the government passed
legislation which made it a requirement that all non-citizens living and working in Malaysia had
to obtain work permits. Many of the Indians, who at that time constituted 60 percent of the
plantation labor force, were frightened that once registered they would be eicluded from
employment because of preferential hiring of Malay unemployed. Many ignored the edict. In an
ensuing government crackdown some 20,000 Indians lost their jobs and were sent back to India.
Secondly, in the last decade many plantations have shifted from rubber to palm oil. The latter
crop, while requiring less labor per hectare, has given rise to a change in the structure of labor
demand. In contrast to rubber, the harvesting of palm oil requires considerable strength and
precludes the use of female and child labor. The changeover from rubber to palm oil thusireated
structural unemployment among female and child labor on many plantations. As a consequence,
a great many Malaysian families left the palm oil estates. Third, the rapid growth of urban
unemployment opportunities particularly for Bumiputras, has provided alternatives to plantation
employment.

Lim (1982) attributes the emerging shortage of labor in the smallholding sector, both in rice
and rubber, to migration of the young to urban areas. As is the case in a great many Third World
countries, given the structure and content of formal education, this migration can only increase
and with it rural labor shortages.

Figures relating to the magnitude of labor shortages in agriculture are scarce. In the small-
holdings sector an often quoted figure is some two million acres of agricultural land being left idle
(Third Malaysian Plan, L97 6). With respect to estate agriculture, the United Planters Association
of Malaysia reported a 6 percent overall labor shortage in 1980. During the first half of 1981 the
problem became even more acute with the overall shortage rising to 7.6 percent. Those in the
plantation sector estimate that the current shortage would number some 10,000. According to
some Labor Department officials the actual figure could be two-and-a-half times as great (cf.
Smith, 198L). New estates seem particularly affected by the shortages. A survey undertaken by
the United Planters Association revealed shortages of up to 30 percent on new estates in thL
interior. On some estates the shortages have caused significant financial losses because of an
inability to complete the harvest.

In both the small-holding and estate sectors longer term adjustments in the form of labor-
saving crops and techniques of production are called for. However, a stop-gap measure which is
increasingly being relied upon by estate owners, as well as those in charge of land clearance
schemes, is to use illegal immigrant Indonesian labor. Estimates of the number of illegals
employed vary widely, but the consensus of opinion is that it is no less than L00,000 and may
possibly be as great as 300,000. In Sabah it has been reported that some 60 percent of that State's
200,000 agricultural workers are foreigners (Malaysia, September 1983). Whatever their number,
the illegal immigrants are most often employed as contract workers. Plantation owners are
amenable to this arrangement because it takes the administration of their labor force out of their
hands. The contractors are happy because their profit is derived by collecting the difference
between what the plantation manager pays per unit of labor time, which is usually the union wage
levels, and what the contractor pays the workers.
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The planned expansion of estate agriculture in combination with the federal and state land
development schemes over the next few years will undoubtedly exacerbate the problem of labor
shortage. State sponsored programs, excluding the many schemes planned by the Federal Land
Development Administration (FELDA) will require the clearing and planting of some 150,000
hectares in Peninsular Malaysia by 1-985. Labor shortages have already begun to affect some of
FELDA's development schemes. According to Smith (198L) there are some areas of central and
southern Malaysia where FELDA relies almost entirely on Indonesian labor, at least for the initial
clearing of land. "Elsewhere there have been instances where the agency has encountered an
absolute shortage. FELDA has had to pay 7-10 percent annual wage increases over the past few
years" (p. 83). Pressures from estate agriculture to formalize labor import have achieved a
measure of success. In Sabah the government has formalized labor import with the creation of the
Sabah Immigrant Manpower Centre (SIMC) in ]anuary 1984. The center is jointly run by the
Timber Association of Sabah and the East Malaysian Plantation Association. Only firms registered
with the SIMC are allowed to hire immigrant labor while other workers registered with the SIMC
are allowed to work legally (Neut Sunday Times,22lanuary 1984). The extent to which labor
immigration is permitted to be the solution to the rural sector's labor shortages, with its negative
welfare implications for Malaysian farmworkers, is currently and will increasingly become a
hotly debated issue.

Construction

During the 1970s the construction sector grew in real terms at an annual rate of 9.6 percent. In the
Fourth Malaysian Deoelopment Plan 1-98L-35 (1981) it has been projected that during the 1-980s

employment in the construction sector will increase at 4.6 percent per annum. This would imply
an increase of 150,800 jobs. It has been conceded by the government, however, that this is a
significant underestimate. For example, the Plan estimates a need for 63,000 additional workers
by 1985. An industry trade group placed the figure at 108,000. The Malaysian Administrative
Modernization of Manpower Planning Unit, a government agency that functions as a central
labor planning secretariat, has agreed with the industry estimates (See, Smith, 1,98L).

Whether the construction sector can fill its labor requirement from indigenous sources is a
question which the government must soon face. Already, there are significant labor shortages. In
]ohore Bahru alone it is estimated that the construction sector is short by 10,000 workers. (The
Star,8 August L981). The Chairman of the Johore Master Builders Association estimated that 70
percent of the unskilled workers in Johore's 20,000 construction workforce were illegal Indonesian -

immigrants (Neto Straits Times, 29 December 1981). Cement workers, plumbers and pipe
benders are particularly in short supply . In Kuala Lumpur and Petaling Jaya it is estimated that
60 percent of construction workers with these skills are illegal Indonesians (Neur Straits Times, 6
November L98L). Throughout 1982 and 1983 the construction sector remained bouyant. Thus
the labor shortages so prevalent in that sector in the late 70s and early 80s are appearing to
continue.

Labor shortages in the construction sector are not solely within the skilled occupations.
Apparently, firms are finding it increasingly difficult to retain unskilled laborers. For Peninsular
Malaysia as a whole the rate of resignations among laborers was 10 percent per quarter; in Iohore
Bahru it was 11 percent.lz

In part the labor shortages of the construction sector can be attributed to higher wages offered
in Singapore which have attracted a great many Malaysians. The Singapore Construction
Association claims that 70 percent of Singapore's construction workers are foreign nationals with
the maiority from Malaysia. Construction firms in Malaysia complain that workers use Malaysian
firms to acquire skills and then take up employment in Singapore.

12 A rate of resignation of 10 percent or more indicates that workers in that occupation are very scarce and difficult to
recruit. (Qzarterly Employment Turnotter Surtsey: Second Quarter, 1981).
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Labor shortages in the construction sector can also be partly attributed to institutional factors.
The industry is dominated by the Chinese. This has made it difficult for Malays to acquire skills
and employment. At the unskilled level it is also commonly argued that Malayi seem unwilling to
undertake the arduous work involved in unskilled laboring positions.

One of the reactions of the government to the construction sector's difficulties has been to
introduce an apprenticeship program which offers contractors a substantial subsidy for the
training of workers. The apprenticeships are almost exclusively awarded to Malaysia. As a
consequence, the program is having limited success in increasing the supply of skill as Chinese
contractors do not appear willing to cooperate. Labor shortages in the semi-skilled and skilled
occupations of the construction sector are thus likely to be a continuing concern. The shortages of
unskilled labor are likely to become increasingly resolved by the use of illegal immigrant libor.

Manufacturing

The manufacturing sector is also plagued by labor shortages. According to the Federation of
Malaysian Manufacturers (FMM) a recent survey of manufacturing firmslocated in labor-short
regions indicated that within the 128 companies that responded to a survey there were 3,344
vacancies. This amountedtoT .17 percent of the labor force of the 128 firms (FMM, 1982). Of the
existing vacancies, 38 percent occurred in firms in lohore. Eighty-five percent of vacancies were
in the occupations of production and related workers, transport and equipment operators and
laborers. Fifty-nine percent of respondents indicated major problems in acquiring Jkilled labor.
The continued growth of manufacturing output throughout '1,982 and1983 resulted in continued
growth in demand for labor with consequent shortages.l3

The textile industry in particular has been affected by the labor shortages. For Peninsular
Malaysia the resignation rate for spinners and winders was 36 percent per quirter, while the rate
for weavers and related workers was 30 percent (Quarterly Employment Turnooer Suroey,
L98L). The shortage was even more pronounced for firms in Johore where the resignation rates
among spinners and winders was 61 percent.

The manufacturing sector attributes their labor shortages to several factors (FMM, 1982).
First, the Singapore manufacturing sector pays 20-25 percent higher wages and thus serves as an
attractive alternative source of employment to many Malaysian manufacturing workers.l4
Second, because of improved salaries and conditions the government sector has become a
desirable alternative source of employment. Third, firms inlhe private sector, in general, are
having difficulties meeting their employment requirements of Bumiputra workers iniccordance
with the New Economic Policy. Fourth, many of the manufacturing concerns are located in
industrial estates where there is limited accommodation and poor public transport services. Fifth,
the growth and dispersal of industries in many states has permitted many workers to return to
their hometowns for employment, leaving some regions short of labor.

Unlike the construction and plantation sectors, it appears that the manufacturing sector cannot
readily rely upon illegal Indonesian labor. The probability of illegal immigrants being apprehended
is said to be much greater in the towns and industrial estates where manufacturing concerns are
located. However, this has not stopped the FMM from appealing to the government to establish a
guest worker scheme. In fact, one of the recommendations of the fUM Labor Survey was the
provision of legislation to increase the number of work permits for foreign workers from
neighboring ASEAN countires. Thus a major issue facing the govemnment is whether and how to
regularize and legalize the employment of foreign labor.

13 According to the Department of Statistic's monthly industrial survey, the overall industrial production index rose by
2.9 percent over its 1982 level giving a L983 index value of 287.3. Manufacturing in particular showed substantial gains
with six maior industries registering an increase in excess of 20 percent (Neto Strait Times,2'L April 1984).

la Why Malaysian manufacturing wages do not rise in response to the exodus of workers to Singapore, and hence reduce
the outflow, is an interesting empirical question. Perhaps labor productivity in Singaporean manufacturing is significantly
higher than in Malaysia, affording Singaporean firms the opportunity to pay higher wages.
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Information is sketchy concerning the means by which illegal Indonesian immigrants currently
enter Malaysia. It appears that the preponderance of immigration, at least into Peninsular
Malaysia, is clandestine. Some of the immigrants make their ownway and settle in with relatives
who- have preceded them. However, it appears that the greatest proportion are brought in by
slmdicates which have links with the large plantations and constructibn companies (The Star, 4
{ugust, 1981). The Indonesian side of the recruitment syndicate is organized by a TaikongLaut.
His scouts recruit willing emigrants who are then supplied to the Malaysian iid" to a Tiikong
Darat. The Taikong Darat then "sells" these undocumented illegal workers to a contractor. The
contractor may in turn "lend" the illegals to his sub-contractors. In either case it is not unknown
for the contractor to skim up to 55 percent of the earnings of the illegal immigrant workers with a
percentage going to the sub-contractor (New Straits Times,29 December 1981).

Altho,rgh by far the greatest proportion of illegal immigrants are Indonesians, a great many
workers from Thailand also illegally enter Malaysia for work in the construction and plantation
sector. In the northern State of Kuala Terengganu during 1983 some 1,016 illegal immigrants
were arrested. Some 80 percent were from Thailand. In the first quarter of 1984 Kuala Terenggu.r.,
officials detained 308 illegal immigrants (New Straits Times, 6 April 198a). Of course,-t-hese
numbers would only reflect the tip of the iceberg.

East Malaysian Immigration

According-to the 1980 Census, in the East Malaysian State of Sabah the foreign born population
increased from 8 to 13 percent of the population since 1970, with 45,000 and 36,0b0 coming
from Indonesia and the Philippines, respectively (Malaysia, Department of Statistics, 1983:58).
Sarawak added 1500 foreign born persons to its population over the same period. However,
unofficial estimates of the number of immigrants into East Malaysia range upwards to 350,000.

The significant levels of emigration to Sabah derive principally from its critical local labor
shortages. According to a report of the Chief Minister's Depaitment, Indonesians and Filipinos
make up 60 percent of the workforce in the logging sector, 64 percent in wood-based industries
and up to 90 percent in oil palm and cocoa plantations (Far Eastern Economic Reoieu:,14 April
1983). These shortages were, of course, the motivating factor behind the State government's
formalization of labor import mentioned above.

While some information is available concerning the economic and demographic characteristics
of Filipinos in Sabah, which will be discussed below, none is available cbnierning Indonesian
immigrants. However, it is likely that the largest proportion are in estate agriculture, construction
and the timber industry. The dearth of any reliable information on labor immigration into East
Malaysia may be to an extent rectified by an analysis of information underlying the 1980 census.

As mentioned, no studies of which the author is aware have been undertaken into the
demographic characteristics of Indonesian immigrant workers in Malaysia. More is known
regarding the characteristics of Filipino migrants from the southern Philippines into Sabah.
Hassan (1978) describes the characteristics of Filipino migrants from two municipalities within
the Tawi-Tawi province in the Sulu archipelago. His method was to interview households that
had a member or members in Sabah. Information was obtained regarding 400 migrants, equally
divided by sex. He found the median age was 26 for males and 20 for femalei. Educaiionjl
_attainment displayed a bi-modal distribution. |ust under 50 percent of the migrants had completed
less than 6 years of elementary school while just over 30 percent had completed high school or
better. |ust under half of those migrating were reportedly married, 30.5 perient were single while
the marital status of the remainder was not reported. In the light of thi claim that muih of the
Filipino migration to Sabah is for political reasons, it is interisting that over 50 percent of all
migrants and over 80 percent of males reportedly migrated for economi. .euroni. In contrast,
only-one percent claimed dissatisfaction with their native home as their reason for emigration.
The fact that 32 percent of male migrants were formerly unemployed underscores thJlargely
economic rationale for migration. Kinship networks appear to provide the primary source of
information regarding employment opportunities in Sabah. Eighty percent of mlgrant j apparently
relied on information provided by friends or relatives.
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TABLE 25
Occupational Distribution of

Filipino Migrants from Tawi-Tawi to Sabah

Occupation TOTAL Male Female

Professional

Administrative

Clerical and Sales

Skilled or Foreman

Semi-Skilled or Unskilled

Fisherman

Farmer

Proprietor

Homemaker or Unemployed

5

61.

25

28

45

4

55

26

151

2

49

10

27

4L

4

27

16

24

3

L2

15

1

4

28

10

L27

400 200 200

Source: Compiled from Hassan (1978), Table 6.

The trading ports of Tawau, Sandakan, Sempoerna and Lahad Datu were the attraction for 16,
20,18 and 12 percent of the migrants, respectively. Others were dispersed throughout a number
of agricultural communities.

The occupational distribution of the Filipino migrants to Sabah is detailed in Table 25. It is
noteworthy that over 44 percent of the males who found employment in Sabah were classified in
relatively high productivity occupations; uiz., professional, administrative and managerial, and
skilled or foreman. Surprisingly, just over 15 percent of those finding jobs appeared to be
employed in the farm sector. The corresponding figures for females were just under 22 percent
and just over 38 percent, respectively. Not all were successful in obtaining employment. Because
the categories of homemaker and unemployed were combined it is difficult to gauge how many
females were unsuccessful in finding work. It would seem, however, that a large proportion of
females in this occupational category were destined to join their husbands and to become
housewives. The fact that 47 percent of female migrants were married lends credence to this
proposition.

Regularizing Labor Immigration

There has always been a considerable degree of suspicion about the government's seeming
impotence with regard to halting the clandestine immigration of Indonesians. The concern is that
the inflow of Indonesians who are, of course, of the same racial and linguistic group of Malays,
will upset the racial and ethnic balance of Malaysian society "...and could have potentially
explosive implications in a country where the apportioning of political and economic powers is
based heavily on ethnic shares in the population" (Lim, 1984:7). Despite these potential political
and social implications, there have been moves afoot recently to legalize and regularize labor
immigration from Indonesia. As we have already learned, Sabah formalized labor importation in
|anuary 1984 with the formation of the Sabah Immigrant Manpower Center. More recently, in
May of 1984 Peninsular Malaysia entered into a "Supply of Workers Agreement" with Indonesia
with the aim of regulating labor inflow to accord with demand and to protect foreign workers
from exploitation (Nero StraitsTimes,14 May 1-984). According to Lim (1984), this agreement is
manifestation of a government decision made in early 1982 to import labor from other ASEAN
countries, India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.
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It is encouraging to see that the Malaysian government has finally officially recognized the
important role which foreign labor plays in the economy. For years there has been a pressing need
to regularize labor immigration so Malaysian enterprises are more certain regarding future
supplies and so exploitative labor practices currently suffered by many undocumented illegal
workers can be ended.ls While Malaysia has now confronted the realities of its reliance on
foreign labor, it is equally important that it must be aware of the consequences of the movement of
Malaysian workers to Singapore

(_
15 Guidelines for a regularization program are set out in Biihning (1983).



S'VGAPORE

The current substantial foreign labor component of Singapore's labor supply is not a recent
phenomenon. Indeed, Singapore had its origins in the inflow of labor, largely Chinese, from the
founding of the colony in 1813. Limited quotas were set in 1933 but immigration continued even
after the Second World War. In 1953 the governing authorities handed down the first
comprehensive legislation aimed at strict control of the number and quality of immigrants.
However, the legislation did not pertain to the movement from Peninsular Malaysia until the
independence of Singapore in 1965.

Newly independent Singapore implemented a tight immigration policy until 1968 when
controls were relaxed in response to increasing labor shortages. Foreign labor flowed into
Singapore in significant numbers as a result of rapidly growing wage employment opportunities.
By 797 3 non-citizen holders of work permits were reported to number more than 100,000, which
was approximately one-eighth of the Singapore labor force (Pang and Lim, 1982a). The majority
of these workers came from Peninsular Malaysia, primarily from the southern State of lohore.

Immigrant Labor and the
Singapore Economy: An Overview

The economic motivations for encouraging labor immigration in a rapidly expanding and
labor-short economy such as Singapore are clear.16 Labor immigration can reduce shortages in
particular occupations, ensuring a more complete use of industrial capacity and hence improve
profitability. It can augment the expansion of industrial capacity by ensuring that industries will
have a labor force of sufficient size to man the newly created capacity. It can prevent wage

16 For a comprehensive discussion of the benefits and costs of labor immigration and emigration Seg Stahl (1,982a\.
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inflation in those sectors suffering from iabor shortages. It can postpone and ease the costly
structural transformation toward more capital-intensive production which the emergence of a
labor shortage can necessitate. Insofar as the size of the immigrant labor force can be controlled
through legislation or administrative measures, the receiving country can adjust its labor supply
to accord with business cycles. Thus, during an economic downturn, foreign workers can be
retrenched and repatriated, or, at a minimum, the growth in labor import can be curtailed. It gives
labor importing countries access to labor without having had to incur the human capital costs of
that labor, i.e., the costs of rearing, educating and training that labor. On the other hand, as
argued by Pang and Lim (L982a), the importation of labor on a large scale may adversely affect
some groups by reducing wages or preventing wage increases.

Information concerning the numbers and origin of foreign workers in Singapore is detailed in
Table 26. The preponderance of immigrant workers are from the ASEAN countries. They
constitute over 60 percent of the foreign workforce. The estimates of the number of non-resident
workers in Table 26 require qualification. The figure of 80,000 non-resident Malaysian workers
is a conservative estimate derived from 1980 census data.\7 A significant number of Malaysians
commute to Singapore daily for work. A survey of workers destined for Singapore, carried out by
Malaysian authorities from October 22-3L, L98l-, enumerated 11,818 commuters. Presumably
these workers would not have been included in the 1980 census, given they resided in Malaysia.
Moreover, since the 1980 census, employment has expanded in Singapore and with it the inflow
of more non-resident Malaysian workers.

According to the Straits Times there are 120,000-150,000 Malaysians in Singapore. The
workforce implicit in this number is75,000-97,000. If another 12,000 worker-commuters and
another 4,000 new positions created during 1981 and1,982 were added to the 80,000 Malaysian
non-resident workers implied by the 1980 Census data, we arrive at a figure of approximately
96,000 permanent resident and non-resident Malaysian workers in Singapore. This figure is well
within the range of workers implicit in the Straits Times estimate of the Malaysian population.

Since the liberalization of temporary labor immigration the inflow of labor from "non-tradi-
tional" sources has increased rapidly. For example, the 1980 non-resident South Asian and Other
Asian population would have yielded a labor force of approximately 4,000. However, at the end
of 1981 the Prime Minister of Singapore was quoted as saying there were more than 30,000
workers from South Asia, Thailand, and the Philippines, collectively (Business Times, L9
December, 1-981). This represents a significant increase over the 1980 labor force from these
sources.

The figure of 4,000 non-resident Indonesian workers also warrants discussion. That number is
derived from 1980 census data. Yet the liberalization of temporary labor importation, as
discussed, would also apply to Indonesia. It is conceivable that their numbers could also have
increased dramatically, as was the case with "South Asians" and those from the Philippines and
Thailand. Perhaps the same would apply to those from China. Because of official secrecy
surrounding the figures, one can only speculate. However, it would not be unrealistic to assume
that the foreign labor force could exceed 175,000. That would be in excess of 15 percent of the
total Singapore labor force, a figure well in excess of the estimate of Pang and Lim (1982a).

In addition to admitting a great many guest workers to augment their labor force, Singapore
has also naturalized a substantial number of foreign born persons. Some 31,9,020 persons born
outside Singapore have become Singapore citizens (Census of Population L980, Release No. 2,
Table 5). If added to the non-citizen population born outside Singapore this amounts to 527 ,'1,52
persons. This would imply a foreign-born labor force in excess of 250,000, which would amount
to over 22 percent of Singapore's labor force. Clearly, this represents a substantial amount of
human capital paid for elsewhere.

Table2T contains information pertaining to the occupational distribution of Singapore citizens
and non-resident workers. Non-residents are concentrated in the low productivity sectors of

17 The figure of 80,000 is an estimate derived from Release No. 2,Table24 and Release No. 4, Table 5 of the Census of
Population, 1.980.
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TABLE26
Estimates of Foreign Workforce by

Source and Residential Status a

Non-Citizen
Residentsb Non-Residents

Malaysia
Indonesia
China
South Asiab
Other Asiac
Europe
U.S.A. and Canada
Other
Unknown

Subtotal

80,000 +
4,000 +
1,300 +

30,000 +

L,200
277

68
630

97,47s
TOTAL:762,272+

Note: a Non-citizen residents are granted permanent resident status while non-residents are admitted only as temporary
immigrants. Estimates of the number of workers from each country were obtained by multiplying the permanent resideni
and non+esident population from each country by the overall labor force participation rate for perminent residents and
non-residents as a group, respectively.

b Includes Bangladesh, India, and Sri Lanka.

c The greatest proportion of this group would be from Thailand and the Philippines.

Sources: Census of Population, 1980. Releases Nos. 2 and 4.

TABLE2T
Occupational Distribution of Singapore Citizens and Non-Residents

L7,446
1,322

965
4,1.60
9,326
8,797
3,408

23L
79,152

64,797

Occupations Singapore Citizens
Number Percentage

Non-Residents
Number Percentage

Professional and Technical

Administrative and Managerial

Clerical

Sales

Services

Agricultural Workers and Fishermen

Production and Related Workers

Not Classifiable

Self-Employed

TOTAL

78,197

29,796

1,63,433

54,1.47

89,044

6,64'L

307,595

59,843

143,000

937,696

8.39

3.20

L7.54

5.81

9.56

0.71

33.01

6.42

15.35

100.0

8,736 10.45

5,333 6.85

7,278 7.64

L,424 1.83

7,1.44 9.17

392 0.50

49,070 62.94

604 0.78

4,543 5.93

77,865 100.0

Source: Tables 8,25, and26, Census of Population 1980, Release No. 7.
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manufacturing and construction. Whereas 33.01 percent of Singapore citizen workers were
classified as Production and Related Workers, 62.9 4 percent of non-resident workers were in that
occupational category. It is interesting, however, that non-residents supply a disproportionate
amount of Professional and Technical labor and Administrative and Managerial workers. In
terms of proportion, while non-residents make up an overall 7.71, percent of the combined
non-resident and citizen workforce, they contribute 11.01 percent of the highly skilled workers in
the first two occupational categories of Table 27 andL3.74 percent of Production and Related
Workers. Another occupational category which is important to non-resident labor is services. A
significant proportion of those classifed under this occupational grouping would work in the
services sector in such occupations as waiters, hotel workers and as domestic servants.

Focusing on the manufacturing sector of Singapore we can begin to appreciate the vaiue to an
economy of having access to foreign labor .1n1979, 36,588 non-resident workers were employed
in manufacturing, accounting for 11.28 percent of manufacturing employment. Value added in
manufacturing in 1979 was 5$6,703 million or 5$24,889 per worker (Census of lndustrial
Production, L979). Multiplying the latter figure by the number of non-resident workers in
manufacturing we find the total value-added by non-resident workers was 5$909.9 million.ls
Wages paid to the non-resident manufacturing workforce amounted to 5$236 million, leaving
the lion's share of value-added attributable to non-resident labor, i.e., 3$673.9 million, as

operating surplus (or accounting profit) to be used for investment and/or payments to share-
holders.le Given that the manufacturing sector is the relatively low productivity sector and
employs less than one-half of the non-resident workforce, the contribution of non-resident
*oik"is to ,alue-added across all sectors would have exceeded S$2 billion. Also, these calculations
are based on 1980 census data which significantly understate the actual size of the foreign
workforce.

According to Pang and Lim (1982a), the world recession of 1974/75 resulted in layoffs in
Singapore's labor-intensive manufacturing export industries that employ a disproportionate
number of foreign workers. The government initially requested employers to lay off foreign
workers first. However, many firms expressed concern over this directive and argued that many
of their more productive and stable workers were foreigners. However, according to Pang and
Lim (1982a), there was a decrease in new work-permit applications and approvals with the result
that Singapore's foreign workforce remained stable for the next few years.

Singapore's experience appears to lend credence to the hypothesis that one of the benefits to an

".ono*y 
of temporary laboi import is that the authorities can adjust the size of the foreign labor

force to accord with business cycles. This, of course, can save government revenue which might
otherwise have to be devoted to the maintainence of the unemployed.

Current Labor Immigration Policy

Despite the considerable economic gains attributable to labor import, the Singapore government
appears to be quite ambivalent about labor immigration. For example, in |une 1981, in recognition
of-sectoral labor shortages, the government considered a relaxation of work permit rules
applicable to foreign wo.kers for the following two years, and a simplification of procedures to
eipedite applications (Straits Times,19 October, 1981-). However, by the end of the year the
government had altered its labor immigration policy. In his New Year message the Prime Minister
informed the country that workers from "non-traditional" sources, other than those engaged in

1s While there are significant differences in value-added among the industries comprising the manufacturing sector, the

ratio of non-resident to citizen workers in each of the industries is such as to not bias in either direction the estimate of
non-resident labor's total value added. For the manufacturing sector as a whole, non-resident workers receive a higher
wage than do civilian workers. Insofar as this reflects a productivity differential then the estimate of value-added by
non-residents would understate actual value-added.

1e The estimate of the non-resident labor force wage bill was derived by compiling information contained in Census of
Population,1980, Release No. 7, Table 1.3 and Release No. 4, Table 41.
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construction, shipbuilding and domestic services would become prohibited immigrants from
]anuary 1983 (Straits Times, 1- January, 1982). From that date is their work peimits expire
existing foreign workers would have to leave. By 1991 no work permits would be granted foithe
recruitment of non-resident workers.

The aim of the government's new policy can be seen as another attempt to put pressure on labor
intensive industries to restructure and reduce demand for unskilled foreign libor. Since 1970 the
government has been aware that Singapore was increasingly being pushed out of the low-wage
stage of economic development and, in response, emphasized promotion of industries that are
more skilled and technologically oriented. To facilitate restructuring of industry the government
introduced a "corrective" wage policy inL979 under which *ageJwere increased annually by
significant amounts. This was intended to reduce employment of unskilled foreign labor-ani
encourage industry to adopt more capital-intensive operations.

- The policy- has, to an extent, resulted in a restructuring of the manufacturing sector, but has
been seen as having some undesirable consequences in other sectors (Pang andlim, 1982b). In
those sectors less able to substitute capital for labor the wage rises'havJ generated cost push
inflation. The policy has also disproportionately affected Singaporean firms. It upp"urr ihut,
relative to local firms, foreign firms have accelerated the industrial upgrading of theii workers as
a.r.esult of the wages policy-because they have better access to finance, Lchnology and managerial
skills (Pang and Lim, 7982b). However, so far the policy does not seem to have ieduced long-term
dependence on foreign labor.

Table 28 reveals a number o{ interesting comparisons between firms of differing capital
structure.,Wholly owned, local firms are characterized by the lowest level of value-added per
worker._They are also smallest in size, averaging just over 38 workers. Corresponding figuresior
firms which are more than half owned locally, less than half owned locally ind wtrottv foreign
owned are 103, 172 and 231 respectively. A substantial proportion of Singaporean firms are,
therefore, most vulnerable to the direct and indirect wage increaies attributable to the government's
corrective wage policy and immigration prohibitions.

TABLE 28
Manufacturing Firms by Capital Structure

Capital Structure
of Firms

Number
Firms

Number
Workers

Value Added
per Worker

Wholly Locally Owned
More than Half, Local
Less than Half, Local
Wholly Foreign Ownad

TOTAL

2,O15
361
299
447

3,'1,22

77,1.69
37,1.86
51,563

1.03,4L6

269,334

16,976
23,651,
'1.7,787

34,779

24,889

Source: Report on the Census of Industrial Production 1979, Tables 4 and 9.

_ However, low productivity firms are not restricted solely to indigenous firms. Table 29 shows
$"t il 1979 foreign controlled manufacturing firms from Taiwin, Hong Kong, the Federal

$epublic of Germany and Japan had lower levels of value-added and productivity than did
Singaporean controlled firms. But this was inl979, the year of the introduction of the corrective
wage policy. While some foreign firms in that year might have had lower productivity than
Singaporean firms, the capacity of the foreign firms to respond to the corrective wage poliiy was
probably much greater than local firms. Again, this wouid be due to the relatively small size of
Sin_gaporean firms and the greater access of foreign firms to finance, technological alternatives
and managerial resources essential to restructuring.
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TABLE 29
Manufacturing by Major Source of Capital and

Value-Added Per Worker

Major Source of
Capital a

Value Added Productivity
per Worker Indexb

Number
Firms

Number
Workers

L

Singapore
Australia
Hong Kong
]apan
Malaysia
Switzerland
Taiwan
United Kingdom
United States
Fed. Rep. of Germany
Other European
Others

TOTAL 3,722 269,334 24,889

2,392
37
79

1.42
64
2-1.

L6
58
86
21
43

163

7'16,529
2,779

'1,5,998

37,937
4,1,46
4,662
3,267
5,591.

33,452
9,648

13,800
2'1,,489

79,237
27,'1.66
1.4,487
L6,713
21,996
34,018
13,336
53,719
40,65'1.
L5,256
79,983
L4,677

77.3
109.1

58.2
67.2
88.4

1.36.7
s3.8

2L5.8
163.3

6L.3
321..4
s9.0

100.0

Notes: a Major source of capital is not defined in the source material. However, by cross-referencing the author has de-

termined that it refers to firms which are either wholly or half owned by the companies in the country indicated.

b The productivity index is derived by dividing value added per worker by the average value added.

Source: Census of lndustrial Production 7979, Tables 6 and 11.

TABLE 30
Distribution of Non-Resident Labor in Manufacturing

L

lndustry

Percentage of
Workforce

Non-Resident

Percent Firms
Value Added Locally
Per Worker Controlled

t
Textiles
Garments
Sawmills
Furniture
Plastics
Metal Fabr.
Elec. Appl.
Electronics
Trans. Equip.

37.7
17.4
33.6
10.3
1.2.8
10.3

9.9
6.5

11.1

13,400
7,900

19,300
10,400
16,500
21,800
25,100
L8,700
31,800

58.95
89.29
81.68
86.67
79.79
80.46
68.04
39.38
85.38

t

Source: Compiled from the Census of Population 1980 Singapore, Release No. 4, Table 51, and the Census of Industrial
Production 797 9, T able 29.

It is also interesting that the non-resident workforce is concentrated in those manufacturing
industries which u." dirproportionately owned by Singaporeans. The industries listed in Table
30 employ 83.35 percent of the non-resident manufacturing labor force.

L
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With the exception of the manufacture of electronic products and components, these industries
are disproportionately owned by Singaporeans. In the industry with the lowest value-added per
worker, i'e., garmertts, foreign labor accounted for 17.4 percent of the labor force. The garment
industry also has the heaviest concentration of Singapoiean capital. The industry relying most
heavily _on for-eign labor, i.e., textiles, was also preponderantly controlled by Singaporean
capital. Its productivity level was also relatively low. Only in the manufacture of iranspoitation
equipment did the productivity of Singaporean firms approach those level realized by wholly
foreign owned firms.

It appears, then, that the government's desire to rid itself of low productivity foreign labor is
creating a number of undesirable side consequences. To recapitulate, its policies are having a dif-
fe-rential impact across and within sectors. While the policies are apparently causing a restructuring
of the manufacturing industry, it seems to be foreign firms whilh are reitructuring. Yet foreign
firms use proportionately less foreign labor relative to their Singaporean counterparis. The extent
to which the government's policies have and will cause Singaporean firms to faii is an important
research issue. It is also evident that the government's policies have contributed significantly to
rising costs in those sectors where industries are less capable of restructuring their production to
save labor.

Income and Productivity Differentials Between
Domestic and Foreign Labor

Much of the above discussion has implicitly assumed that foreign labor is realtively low
productivity labor. Table 31 provides information pertinent to the productivity of Singapore's
labor force by residential status. With the exception of those claisified as Service *oik..r,
non-resident labor is more highly paid than citizen labor. There are several occupational
categories where these income differentials are most pronounced. While the income differential
between non-resident and citizen workers averaged '1,.74, the differential between Professional,
and Technical and Administrative and Managerial non-resident and citizen workers was 2.4 and
2.2, respectively.

Table 32 contains some further interesting facts concerning the income differentials between
citizen and non-resident labor in various occupational categories. The focus here is on the
relationship between income and sex. As can be seen from Table 32, the overall income
differential highlighted in Table 31 derives from the significantly higher level of income of
non-resident males relative to citizen males. The overall male income differential implied by
Table 32 is 1.99. However, non-resident females are clearly in the lowest productivity occupations.
67.05 percent of non-resident female workers are classified as Production and Related workers
while 23.13 percent are classifiedin the Services occupational category.m In the former occupational
g_rouping, non-resident females average monthly income was 5$265. In the Services occupation
that figure was 5$240. These two occupations, which constitute over 90 percent of resident
female employment, are the lowest income occupations held by females in Slngapore.

We learned from Table 27 that non-resident labor is disproportionately represented in the high
income-productivity occupations of Professional and Technical, and Administrative and Manageri-
al. However, when sex is taken into account the representation becomes even more disproportionate.
Specifically, while non-resident males constitute 9 . 27 of the male non-resident-citizen workf orce,
they compriseL4.57 percent of those in the above high income occupational categories. Thus as
Pang and Lim (1982a) recognize, "foreign male workers, especially the self-employed, constitute
an'aristocracy'.among the Singapore workforce, [whereas] foreign female employees belong to
its 'underclass' " (p. 1-6).

Seventy-two percent of non-resident labor is in what can be classified as predominantly low
productivity occupations. However, within these occupations, male non-resident labor appears

m Calculated from Census of Population, 1980, Singapore, Release No. 7, Income and Transport, Table26.
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TABLE 31-

Occupation and Income of Singapore Citizens and
Non-Resident Employees Aged 10 Years and Over

Occupation

Singapore Non-
Citizens Resident Earnings

(S$/month) (S$/month) Differential

Professional and Technical
Administrative and Managerial
Clerical
Sales
Services
Agricultural Workers and Fishermen
Production and Related Workers
Not Classifiable
Self Employed

Average

7,089
1.,844

520
474
378
324
400
350
7'1.5

552

2,673
4,057

697
'1.,061.

313
338
426

3,530
7,633

959

2.40
2.20
1..34
2.24
0.83
1.04
1.06

10.09
2.28

1..7 4

Source: Compiled from Tables 25-26, Census of Population 1980, Singapore, Release No. 7, Income & Transport.

TABLE 32
Income of Singapore Citizens and Non-Residents Aged 10 Years and Above,

by Occupation and Sex (Singapore Dollars Per Month)

Occupation
Singapore Citizens
Male Female

Non-Residents
Male Female

Professional and Tech
Admin and Managerial
Clerical
Sales
Services
Agric. and Fishing
Production and Related
Not Classifiable
Self-Employed

Average

1,222
1,,979

s90
544
434
33s
463
342
760

641

905
1,,283

475
33s
303
274
273
475
462

441

2,903
4,-1,46

770
'1,,177

s39
339
502

3,561
1.,772

1,,275

7,257
1,833

572
569
240
322
265

2,630
815

352

Source: Calculated from the Census o[ Population 1980, Singapore, Release No. 7, Income and Transport, Tables 25-26.

to hold the highest income-productivity positions. For example, from Table 32 it can be calculated
that in the low productivity occupations of Sales, Services and Production and Related the ratio
of non-resident income-productivity to citizen income-productivity is 2.04, 1.24 and 1.08,
respectively. Thus at least in the occupations of Sales and Services it could be deduced that
non-resident Iabor is holding down key positions and is probably disproportionately represented
in the skilled and semi-skilled positions within those occupations. Such workers are not so easily
replaced by the introduction of new technology. At this juncture in its economic development,
and given its efforts to restructure the economy toward more high value-added industries,
Singapore is going to need all of the skilled labor it can acquire. A policy of selective immigration
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would bring in more highly skilled manpower and expertise to speed up the restructuring process.
Within that policy the government could give preference to workers from'traditional' sources.

In general, government policy statements on foreign labor quite often reflect a normative view
of the role of foreign labor in the Singapore economy. The government would like to think, or
would like its citizens to think, that the country is going to be in a position to reduce its reliance on
foreign labor over the next decade. However, the reality of the situation is that to achieve its
growth objectives the economy will have to increase its reliance on foreign labor over the next
decade. Official targets for GNP growth and productivity increases imply an additional5,000
foreign workers per year will be needed to make up domestic labor shortages (Pang and Lim,
1982a). With economic restructuring educated and skilled foreigners will increasingly become
more important than less productive and uneducated workers.

The Social Cost of Foreign Labor

The substantial benefits accruing to an economy such as Singapore as a result of labor impor-
tation are not acquired without social costs. It is argued that one of the important costs
imposed upon the indigenous population is in the area of the provision of social infrastructure,
principally housing, schools, social and medical services, roads, parks, etc. (Schiller ,7975; Usher,
1,977). This argument is also advanced in the case of Singapore-by Pang and Lim (1.982a).
Undoubtedly, increased demand for housing as a result of immigration will raise its cost in the
short-run; increased demand for schools, welfare services, medical services, etc., will lead to
pressures on these types of social infrastructure and perhaps cause some inconvenience to the
local population. Restoring the supply of such goods to their pre-immigration per capita level is
not a costless exercise.

However, such analysis does not take into account the increase in tax revenue deriving from the
increased value-added attributable to foreign labor. In many countries this increase in value-added
will be taxed directly. Moreover, when this additional value-added, less direct taxes, is paid out in
the form of incomes, it will be subject to further taxation, including income taxes paid by the
immigrant workforce. These sources of increased tax revenue enables the government to expand
the supply of public goods. Thus, before any conclusion is made regarding the gain or loss in the
provision of social goods due to immigration, the potential increase in their supply, which might
be funded from the increase in tax revenue deriving from the employment of foreign labor should
be taken into account. From this perspective this source of social cost of immigration may give
way to considerable net social gain.

It might be argued that if immigrants pay less tax per capita than the local population, then the
latter is subsidizing the former's consumption of public goods, but this argument ignores that the
employment of foreign labor generates taxable incomes well in excess of their wage earnings. In
Singapore, value-added attributable to the non-resident workforce exceeded S$2 billion in 1980.
This compares with a wage income of the non-resident workforce of approximately 5$835
million in that year.

Moreover, the non-resident population of Singapore probably pays a higher tax per worker and
per capita than do Singaporeans. There are two reasons for this. First, the average monthly
income of non-resident workers is 5$989, exceeding that of local citizens by 5$477 .2r This would
imply that non-resident workers pay more income tax per worker. Second, the labor force
participation rate for non-residents is 68.8 percent, compared with 55.1 percent for Singapore
citizens. For every working Singapore citizen there are 2.3 citizens. This exceeds the dependency
ratio for non-resident workers by just over 70 percent.22 Hence, income tax paid per capita by the
non-resident population should exceed that paid by the local population.

21 This information on the relative wages of non-resident and Singaporean workers is compiled from the Census of
Population,1980, Release No. 7, Tables 8,25 and26.

2 This information is compiled from the Census of Population, 1980, Release No. 7, Tables 7 , 8, and 28.
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Evidence to support these contentions is compiled in Table 33. Singapore citizens pay, on
average, _4 percent of their income in income taxes while the minimum rate applicable to
non-residents is 15 percent. While incomplete information does not permit a precise estimate of
the tax rates applicable to citizens and non-residents, there is undoubtedly a divergence between
the two since non-residents, on average, receive a higher income and, because of a lower
dependency ratio, would have fewer deductions to arrive at taxable income. The higher per capita
tax payments of the non-resident population is also a reflection of the lower dependency ratio for
that group.

To sum up, given the full employment situation in Singapore, the expansion of many industries
is reliant upon imported labor. Thus foreign workers are directly responsible for an increase in
value-added which will also yield taxable incomes. Moreover, it appears that the non-resident
population pays more income tax per worker and per capita than do Singaporeans. It appears,
then, that Singapore's non-resident population contributes more than their fair share to government
coffers and hence potential public good creation.

TABLE 33
Relative Tax Burden of

Citizens and Non-Resident Croups in Singapore

Residential Status Taxation a Per Workerb Per Capita

Singapore Citizens

Non-Residents

AYo

15

s$ 275

L780

s$ 117

1051

Note: a The rate of taxation on the personal income of citizens and permanent residents is based on a sliding scale and
ranges from 4 to 45%. The tax rate applicable to the average annual income of citizen workers is an estimate based on the
fact that the rate applying to 5$20,000 is 9.5%. A non-resident who works less than L83 days is taxed at 15% on the full
amount of emoluments, provided the tax payable is not less than that payable by a resident in the same circumstances. If a
non-resident is employed for less than 60 days in a calendar year then his income is exempt from tax. What the author does
not know is what tax rate would apply to a non-resident annual income equal to the average ($11,868) if the non-resident
is employed for more than 183 days. If the rate is less than 157o then the average taxation rate applicable to non-resident
incomes in the table would have to be adiusted downward.
b Does not take into account exemptions and deductions.

Source: Compiled from Tables 8, 25 and26, Census of Population, 1980, Release No. 7 and lntsestorb Guide to the
Economic Climate of Singapore ('1,981,).

In addition to financing the creation of public good by both direct and indirect income tax
payments, many non-resident workers make a direct contribution to the supply of public goods.
For example, the ratio of non-resident school age children aged 5-14 to non-resident primary and
secondary school teachers is slightly under 18. For Singapore citizens the ratio is almost 21.23
Thus, the non-resident population supplies more than enough teachers to educate their own
children. In the area of medical and related services the citizen population make a greater
contribution per capita than does the non-resident population. It sho;ld be pointed out, however,
that the much lower dependency ratio for non-residents may imply a considerably lower level of
demand for medical services per capita.

Information in sufficient detail is not available to indicate the extent to which non-residents are
employed for the purpose of supplying other public services, but the lower dependency ratio for
non-residents implies less demand per immigrant on funds devoted to welfaie, social security,
unemployment compensation and similar public support payments.

a Information compiled from Census of Population,
Student population of the ages 5-14 was derived by
population aged 5-9.

1980, Release No.4, Tables 20 and56 and Release No.2, Table 9.
adding the economically inactive population aged 10-14 to the
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Another perceived social cost of immigration is the prospect that increased housing demand
will lead to increased prices. In the case of Singapore this concern is voiced by Pang and Lim
(7982a). While this may be true in the short-run, it ignores the possibility that many foreign
workers are employed in the construction industry and thus contribute to the long-run supply of
housing. Indeed, in Singapore one of the major sectors of employment of immigrint labor isthe
construction sector. Some estimates have it that as much as 70 percent of Singapore's construction
workforce is made up of foreign workers. From census data, which tends to uncierstate the
number of immigrant workers in construction, we find that the ratio of non-resident construction
workers to non-resident population is 0.12. The same ratio for Singapore citizens is 0.03. Thus
the non-resident population provides four times more construction workers per capita than do
Singapore citizens. Clearly, over time, rather than contributing to housing shortages and rising
prices foreign workers are proportionately more responsible for increasing their supply and
restraining price rises.

When delving into the social costs of labor importation complete analysis thus requires that the
investigator explicitly recognize that while foreign labor does place additional demands on social
infrastructure it also makes contributions to its formation either directly through its actual
formation or indirectly through tax payments. Failure to recognize this fact ma! lead to the
formulation of policies, as appears to be happening in Singapore, which can only reduce the
international gains to be made through trade in labor services by restricting international labor
flows.

Singapore's Restructuring and
Malaysia's Development

An issue of importance is the implication of Singapore's restructuring for Malaysia's development
plans. At least some of Malaysia's labor shortages in construction and manufacturing industries,
and also in agriculture can be attributed to the migration of its workers to Singapore. If Singapore
is successful at restructuring its economy then much of the current Malaysian workforce in
Singapore may find itself without employment in Singapore. Given the current labor shortages in
the Malaysian economy there should be little difficulty for these displaced workers to be reabsorbed
at home, albeit at lower wages.

What should be of particular concern to Malaysia, however, is the incipient substantial
increase in demand for skilled and professional labor in Singapore. Malaysia is looked upon by
Singapore as a 'traditional' source of labor. It can be expected to rely heavily on Malaysia as a
source of skilled and professional labor for its economic restructuring. Given the higher level of
development of the Singapore economy, Malaysian firms are unlikely to be able to offer salaries
equivalent to what their skilled workers can earn in Singapore.

When Singapore begins to increase its demands on Malaysia's skilled and professional workers,
the latter country may find that many of its development plans are frustrated. Already Malaysia
is suffering from a shortage of skilled and professional workers (Neru Straits Times, 4 April
7984). This shortage is projected to increase over the next decade without accounting for
Singapore's likely increase in demand. This possibility points out the need for close cooperation
between the two countries in the area of manpower planning. While the author is loathe to
recommend that Singapore and Malaysia place a quota on the number of skilled Malaysians
allowed to emigrate to Singapore, it may be that this is one policy option which must be
considered (See also, Biihning, 7975). Another more positive possibility, which would recognize
the considerable economic contribution that Malaysia has made and will make to the development
of the Singapore economy, is for Singapore to contribute financially to a non-discriminatory
Malaysian development fund.z A portion of this contribution can be derived from the

z The manpower training fund should be made non-discriminatory. Currently the Malaysia government discriminates
in favor of Malays in training schemes and higher education.
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difference between per capita tax payments of Malaysian and Singapore citizens. We have seen
that non-resident Malaysians pay a greater amount of income tax peiworker and per capita than
4o Singapore citizen-s. Thus the difference between per capita tax payments of Malaysians and
Singapore citizens should be paid into such a fund. Contributioni could also come from a
specified portion of value-added per Malaysian worker employed in Singapore. In the manu-
facturing sector alone value-added attributable to non-resident labor was just under S$1 billion
or 5$24,889 per non-resident worker. If a percentage of this value-added per Malaysian worker
was paid into a Malaysian labor development fund, in addition to the income tax mentioned
above, these funds could go a long way toward ensuring that Malaysia's development plans are
not frustrated by a shortage of skilled labor.

L



ASEA/V Labor Exports and Economic Development

It is commonly believed that the temporary export of labor services from a poor country will be of
benefit in enhancing that country's development prospects. There are several hypotheses
underpinning this belief. First, as has already been mentioned in the preceding chapters, the
export of labor services is seen to give rise to an inflow of scarce foreign exchange in the form of
workers' remittances and returned migrants' savings. This inflow of foreign exchange may
facilitate development by alleviating balance of payments difficulties and, by increasing income,
increase savings and investment. Second, the export of labor services is thought likely to reduce
unemployment. Third, it is believed that workers going abroad will have an opportunity to
acquire skills which when employed upon their return will be useful to the development effort.

Remittances

The Philippines is a good example of how the export of labor services can make a significant
contribution to a country's foreign exchange position. In 1983 official overseas workers remittances
amounted to US$955 million, or over 21 percent of merchandise exports. However, as discussed
in Section II, actual remittances during 1983 probably were in excess of US$1.5 million, or 33
percent of merchandise exports, making overseas workers remittances the top ranking export
industry in terms of foreign exchange earnings.

Thailand has also gained a considerable amount of foreign exchange from the export of labor
services. lnL982 remittances of overseas workers from all countries were estimated to be USSOtg
million, or 8.9 percent of merchandise exports. However, with the recent acceleration in the rate
of labor export, remittances for the first half of 1983 were US$402 million representing over 13.4
percent of merchandise exports. However, as is the case in the Philippines, official bank estimates
of remittances greatly underestimate actual remittances.
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For Indonesia, worker remittances are an insignificant export item, amounting to roughly 0.2percent of merchandise exports in19gl.
The ASEAN labor exporting-countries see-the export of labor services fitting into their

development plans. The inflow 6f remittances alone hm irr" p"t""tia 
"ai";;;;ri;;tii'".o,ir,triur,capacities to import those items strategic to the develop*"rrt process.

. Remittances provide the basis for an increase in the transfer of real resources from the rest of
the world to the labor exporting country. Abstracting for the *o**t d;;t;;;;iti;;a"".r"
consequences which labor emigration may have on domestic industries, it cin be viewed as auniquely inexpensive way of aiquiring foieign gxchalge_. Usually, to increase foreign exchange
earnings. a cou-ntry has to export more commodities. Unless 

"*."-* 
.rpu.ity exists ii the export

sector,.this will require an increase in investment in that sector. In some countries remittances
may play a key role in the relief of production bottlenecks attributabl" t. fr."L" 

"*.-ftu"g"sh-ortages. However, to ensure that remittances make a contribution to long-mn aEr"iop*..,t,
while at the same time avoiding their potential contribution io rhort-r.r., economic inst;bility;will require some degree of planning, ind fiscal and monetary management.

The inflow of remittances can be conceived of as a transfer payment made to domestic
households from abroad.for.the supply of labor.servicer Its .*p."iitlr" *ill..g*;;J fi"gregatedemand in accordance with the value oi the multiplier.x The exp'anrt;;;i 

"gg.Ail;iEiaitr."resulting from the initial increase in household income will'furiher g#;;6;lrl"."ur" i"
aggregate savings and hence investment activities. The initial expansion"of investment a.iirritiywill relv on the potential effect of the inflow of foreign exchange on the ;.;t;;;U u"a.."ait.
Assuming passive monetary policy, the greater thJ proportiIn of remittunc", deporited in the
banking system as savings, the greater will be_ the r"op. fo. ".Jt "*pu.rsion 

wiih a probable
consequent increase in the level of investment.Howevei, it needs to beiecognized that?inancial
markets in the poor labor exporting countries are usually quite underde".top""J. I" fr.i,jilri*av
that the major impact of remittance inflows on credit erp*rio" *iiitutu ptu.. *ittrin;i.,for*ut,,
tinancial markets outside of official "formal" banking irrangements. Asiuch, credit expansion,
i'e', loans for a variety of purposes, will be largely locilized, *fecting th;* "ili";;r;iti 

'*o.k"r,
abroad.

. The increase in aggregate demand, noted above, will be divided between domestic output and
imports. The greater the proportion of increased demand satisfied by imports the less *ill b" it,
impact on the local economy. Let us assume, however, that at least a portion of increased demandis directed towards domestic goods and services. Whether increased demand *""if"rtr i.,
inflationary-pressures depends on whether it applies to traded or non-traded gooJr, the efiicities
of supply of domestic industries and the foreign exchange .ugi-" 

"dn";"e 
db; tt" s.".ri*."t.One of the advantages of a liberal foreign_exclung" ,"gi-" iJthat ir,flutior,a.yi."rrl*"r, 

"if""rtamong tradeable goods, can be contained. Howwer, iuch a policy cannot prevent inflationary
pressures in the non-traded goods sectors. Empirical studies orr expenditure patterns tut of
remittances indicate that a considerable pro-poriion of remittance-induced 

"*p""Jii"."r ur" o1
non-traded_goods such_as-land, ho_using indeducation (Ali, et al.,1,gg'1,; Connell, 

"i 
il., iszo;

Rempel and Lobdell, 1978; Connell, 19g0; Lipton, 19gd; oberai and singh, iggol. ' '

Studies from Thailand and the Philippines also indicate that a considerable portion of remittance
inc-ome is spent on non-traded goods. However, the extent to which this is responsiUi" io. pri".
inflation among these items is not conclusive. According to Pitaia;;nd and Chancharoen 6eAzlthe p.rice-of agricultural land in the two villages they sirveyei, *nr.[ 

"-p.;t""il;;;rt,ie^.ableMiddle Eastern emigration, rose by almost]0O plrcent between 1980 and 19g1. However,

2s If a country is concerned primarily with growth then it will be concerned with the relative effects on savings andinvestment of commodity exports_versus the export of labor services. It could be argued that a dollar of.o.n-oJity 
"*-ports will Senerate more savings than a dollar o] remittances for two reasons. rirsi,itre multipliepppii."6i" i" , aar".inflow of remittances is less thin that applicable to a dollar of commodity expo.i.. 

-S".o"a, 
*herl .o.-odities are ex-ported it gives rise to profit income. Remiitances form part of household iniome. It is generally believed that the marginalpropensity to save out of profit income is greater than that out of household *rg" il.o." (See, Stahl 1,9g2a).
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Singhanetra-Renard (1933) found in her survey of a Thai village in Chiang Mai Province that
only 5 percent of those receiving remittances from the Middle East had bought rice land. This
should not have resulted in significant land price rises. Both studies found that substantial
amounts were spent on new house construction or the renovation of existing dwellings. With
regard to the Philippines experience, Go, et al., (7983) found that after buying basic necessities,
and paying off debts, households receiving remittances preferred to use their remaining funds
first on housing, second on education and third on land (or lot) purchases.

Looking toward the longer run development value of remittances, there has been particular
concern over how remittance income is used - whether it is invested or spent on consumer
goods. The empirical studies mentioned above indicate that the marginal propensity to consume
out of remittance income is high. However, this is also true with regard to non-remittance income.
The inflow of remittances will lead to an overall expansion of output and hence personal income.
What portion of this income is saved and channelled into investment is just as important to
development as is the portion saved and invested out of the initial remittances. Development will
require all income receivers to increase the percentage of their income saved, not just remittance
recipients.

One should not conclude on the basis of these studies that the value of remittances to long-run
development is negligible. As discussed above, what is important is what banks do with any
increases in deposits they receive. The idea that remittance inflows may provide an expansion in
bank reserves and hence might augment the supply of loanable funds was first suggested by Stahl
(1.982).In a further elaboration of the idea, Stahl (1983, 1984) pointed out that the non-coincidence
of deposits and withdrawals across a large number of remittance accounts is likely to result in a
"residual" made up of both "intended" and "unintended savings" which, monetary policy
permitting, could serve as an addition to bank reserves and hence provide a basis for credit
expansion.26

Using Thai data, this issue of the impact of remittances on the supply of "loanable funds" was
addressed recently.2T A survey of savings accounts of Thai overseas workers provided the raw
data for the study. The transactions of 637 urban and 530 rural accounts were recorded and
analyzed. It was found that remittance accounts do generate a "residual" of potential loanable
funds, although the residual as a percentage of total deposits is not large; for the typical urban
Thai it amounted to 8.56 percent and 3.37 percent for the typical rural account holder. While
urban Thais "saved" a greater proportion of their remittances, the absolute amount of their
savings was less than rural Thais since the latter remitted more funds because their sojourn
abroad was almost twice as long as that of their urban compatriots. Relative to credit expansion,
the banks' concern is what, on average, does each remittance account make available for loan
purposes. Over the entire life of the account, the typical rural Thai maintained an average balance
of U.S. $453 while the urban counterpart averaged US$330. If we were to assume that there were
200,000 Thais abroad(5ee, Table 16) and that they were equally divided as between those from
rural and urban areas, then the potential expansion in loanable funds which they could generate
would be US$72.5 million times the credit expansion multiplier (equal to 1/reserve requirement
ratio) less any leakages from the system.2s In t983, by comparison, private capital f-ormation
amounted to US$652 million (Bank of Thailand, \984:65).If the banking system were permitted
to create credit on the basis of their remittance induced expansion of reserve, then the inflow of
remittance could contribute significantly to domestic capital formation. Of course, these

b Received theory tells us that the potential expansion of the money supply deriving from an addition to bank reserves
is the increase in reserves divided by the reserve requirement ratio. One important limiting factor in this expansion is the
proportion of the additional bank deposits which end up as currency holdings by the public. In Third World countries
with underdeveloped financial markets this leakage of deposits into cash can indeed be large since the ratio of currency to
GDP is much higher than it is for developed countries. The "residual" referred to above is thus the minimum increase in
reserves which may result from an increase in bank deposits following an inflow of remittances.

27 The study was carried out by the author; Peerathep Roongshivin o{ the National Economic and Social Development
Board, Thailand; and, Ahsanul Habib, Research Scholar, University of Newcastle.

2E This is the minimum potential expansion. See, footnote 26 for an explanation.
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figures do not account for the possible expansion of credit which might ensue when remittances

aie used, for example, to purchase land and pay debts.

There is yet another reason why one cannot draw conclusions as to the long-er-run developmental

value of remittances from a simple survey of expenditure patterns out of remittances. As was

mentioned above, part of foreign exchange remittances maybe directed toward imports. However,

i; ;;"t LDCs, rrr.h as the P"hilippin"rl go.r"rr-ents design foreign exchange-control.systems

hopi.,gio promote developmenf obiectives. If a major oblective of development policy is to

t".ui.", f"ri.r rate of growt'h, then fisial and monetary authorities areunlikely to beindifferent as

ioih".o*position of Imports financed from an inflow of remittances."In particular, the.authorities

*uy *""t'io ensure that a greater proportion of the newly acquired foreign exchange is allocated

i"r'th" i-po.ti.rg of invJstmeni goods than would be the case if the market decided the

composition of imports.

However, a problem associated with any foreign exchange regime which relies on non-prtce

rationing devices is that excess demand foi foreign -exchange 
may result in the emergence of a

black mfrket in foreign currency, or an expansion of black market operations inthosecountries
*tr"r. tfr"V 

"lready 
e"xist.2e Yet, despite the existence of a foreign exchange black market in the

Philippines, Smariand Teodosio (1483) report that86 percent of overseas workers used official
Lr"t'iii"ltinnels while 8 percent used the bjack market ind 2-p-ercent used both to exchange their

foreign"currency earnings. Of course, one must be skeptical oflhe reliability of data derived from
askirig people ii they ha've engaged in an illegal activity. As was mentioned above, the Central
g"i[?it#pt ilippines record"ed]USsgss mill"ion of overseas workers remittances in 1983 while

our estimate was that they amounted to at least US$1.5 million. The difference suggests that the

use of the black market by overseas workers to convert their foreign exchange earnings is

considerably rnor" *ide.pr""d th* S-art and Teodosio's study suggests and/or some commercial

banks are nlt reporting 
"ll 

or part of their foreign exchange acquisitions attributable to overseas

workers' remittances.

Implicit in this discussion are several policysuggestions which.should increase the development

value of remittances.3o Thebasic objective of theiJsuggestedpolicies is to increase the availability

of remittances within the banking system for investment purposes. First, the earnings of overseas

workers which remain in oversfas banks are of little investment value to the workers' home

"or.,try. 
It is thus important, in terms of improving the development value of labor export, that

t"Uor r""ai"g and receiving countries come to some arrangement with respect to the control of

it 
" 

j"poritr if o.r.r."6 *Ert"rs' earnings. For example-, ibranch of a labor sending country's

i*lfrf ."rfJ U" 
"rtu-UliJed 

in the count"ries receiving that country's labor with a view.toward

;h;;;;iilil;.rf"rrt 
""r^i"gr 

i"to that branch bankJt Alternatively, and perhaps preferablv,-

th" i"bor Importing countr| could require employers of labor from-a particular country to

Jeposit the earningl Jttr"i 
"o""try's 

workers in thl co,u1lVls branch bank. Such depo-sits, less

reserve requirementr, *o"fa then be immediately availablefor loan purposes within the labor

exporting country.

Second, the governments of the sending countries shorrld tryto encourage-a Sreater degree-of

,"ri,g" out of 
"overs;;;k;;;;"r*ittgf.'This would have the dual benefit of increasing the

,*""i.rt of loanable f""ar i" ifr" bankinisystem and reducing price inflation among non-traded

;;;d" O"; po.ribifiiv which might 
"r,".olr"g" 

a greater degree of savings would be to offer

2e When foreign exchange is converted on the "black market" the monetary authorities lose control over its division

between consumption and investment goods imports.

m This discussion ignores the demand side of the problem of increasing investment'

31 Some pakistan banks have established branches in the Middle East in response to the very large involvement of

Pakistan labor in the Middle East.

32 With govemmental approval the Habib Bank of Pakistan recently (1985) introduced a "Foreign Exchange Bearer

Certificate,, with attractive inil;;;;i.;;t.Jeemable at any time in eitirer Rupees or equivalent foreign exchange' The

p-"fi.v i**p".i..it"f ,na if iip.o"". ii"i ti"r"_t.rnsferable and immediately negotiable financial instruments are ending
'rp i"'tfr" i'""J. of those t.vi"i t" .ir."-vent foreign exchange regulationJ then the offer will have to be withdrawn'
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higher interest rates for remittance savings accounts. It is likely that many recipients of remittances
immediately withdraw their remittance receipts upon their deposit, That money is then hoarded
and doled out as needed over the period of time until the next receipt of remittances. The banking
(or, more correctly, anti-banking) behavior needs to be discouraged. If funds are not left in the
bank they are not available for loans. However, it may be that banks are serving as a conduit
through which overseas remittances are channelled in part into informal financial markets. That
is, perhaps a part of the cash withdrawals from remittance accounts are being loaned out at the
village level. It could be that the types of investments financed through the informal financial
sector are more conducive to "development" and yield a better rate of return than do loans
financed through formal banking channels.

Third, the leakage of foreign exchange from official banking channels to the black market
might be reduced by a policy of offering premium exchange rates for remittances from overseas
workers. Such a policy would be tantamount to the central bank offering the black market
exchange rate to remittance recipients. Such a policy is pursued in Bangladesh with slight
alteration. There the government auctions foreign exchange remittances with the proceeds going
to those whose foreign currency was auctioned. Thus remittance recipients in effect receive the
"market determined" rate of exchange which would approximate the "black market" rate. It
needs to be emphasized that these premium exchange rate schemes would not be needed if a
flexible exchange rate policy were adhered to in the first place. It is a fixed exchange rate policy
which leads to a divergence between the official and black market exchange rates.

To summarize this section, the export of labor services appears to be a uniquely inexpensive
way of acquiring foreign exchange. However, care must be taken that the development value of
that foreign exchange is not dissipated by importing too many consumer goods. Overseas
workers earnings also provide the basis for an expansion of loanable funds within the banking
system. As of yet none of the Southeast Asian labor exporters have introduced any of the policies
outlined above. Indeed, unlike the Philippines, neither Thailand nor Indonesia requires workers
to remit a fixed percentage of their basic earnings. From a policy perspective much can be done to
improve the translation of remittance inflows into economic development.

Emigration and Skill Formation

Now attention will be turned to the hypothesis that temporary labor export will improve de-
velopment prospects because overseas work experience will enhance skills.

Conventional theory views economic development as a process involving structural changes in
an economy. It is hypothesized that over time an increasing proportion of national output will be
attributed to the production of goods and services requiring increasingly sophisticated production
techniques. Modernization and its associated structural changes require heavy investment in
'human capital'. Not only is there the direct training cost which must be incurred for an extended
period of time, but the training period will be associated with a smaller level of output relative to
what could be achieved if the trainee worked full time.

The prospect of workers obtaining their skills abroad, at the expense of another country, is seen
as a possible advantage. Whether labor export will result in skill formation is, however, open to
question (See, Biihning,7975). The hypothesis implicitly assumes that the set of jobs open to
immigrants in labor importing countries requires a level of skill which exceeds the level initially
possessed by the typical immigrant. However, much of the relevant evidence from the European
and American experiences indicates that the jobs open to immigrants are generally unskilled, on
the lower rungs of the social job ladder and offer little opportunity for advancement or skill
acquisition (Piore, 7979, Chapter 2).

There is also the possibility that 'de-skilling' could take place. It is the relatively better educated
and better-off that are in a position to take advantage of emigration opportunities. As such they
probably possess some type of skill. It is possible that the set of jobs available to them may not
permit them to apply their skills, let alone obtain a higher degree of skill.

Another tacit assumption is that emigrants will employ skills acquired abroad upon their
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return. This.is also questionable. Many emigrant workers upon their return may not wish to
resume work at the relatively low wages in their countriis. Some may even contemplate
emigrating once again when their savings are exhausted. Secondly, ro*e."i.rr.red workers may
prefer to use their accumulated savings to set up businesses whic( may bear little relation to the
skills acquired abroad. It isquite conceivable that the new business could, in fact, be efficiently
gPerated pV those with no skills at all. In such circumstances temporary labor emigration wouli
lead to a loss of human capital.33

How have the ASEAN countries fared in relation to emigration induced skill formation? The
small amount of evidence available is somewhat ambiguous. In a study carried out in 1980, the
OEDB found that 36.49 percent of its contract workers were college graduates while another
L.3'05 percent possessed college units (OEDB , Annual Report, 1980). If, however, one looks at
the occupational distribution of OEDB placed workers in 1980 on" ii.,dr that under 31- percent
were categorized as a) Professional, Technical and Related Workers (30.7 6y") and b) Manigerial,
Executive and Administrative Workers (.09%). Thus some L9 percent of workers with c"ollege
education were workingin occupations requiring a level of educational attainment considerabTy
less than possessed by the workers. Those graduating from high school accounted for 28.53
percent.of the-OEDB placed workers. These workers would also have been placed in occupational
catego-ries-unlikely to require the level of education they possessed. It is impossible to cbnclude
from this data that a number of Filipinos have experiencld- skill losses. It does indicate, however,
that a considerble number of well iducated workers were employed in positions which did noi
require their trained skills. From their survey of overseas woikeis Smart and Teodosio (1983)
conclude that, while overseas workers gain experience and confidence in the use of pr"r'iously
acquired skills, their overseas experience, at least in the Middle East, does not 

"pp"ri 
to expose

tlep t-o new technologies and modes of production which could be construed ur rkill acquisiiion.
Only 25.4-percent of the workers interviewed believed they had acquired skills. But these skills,
1s argued by Smart and Te_odosio (1983), could have beenacquired just as easily at home. This
finding is supported by Go (19-85), who found that 34 percent'of the returninj*o.k..,
interviewed in her pilot project claimed to have acquired skills abroad, although T5"percent of
these workers claimed they did not apply those skills in the jobs to which they-returned.

In the case of Thailand, however, overseas experience does appear to have led to skill
acquisition. Thai workers were less educated than their Filipino counierparts. From a sample of
500 overseas workersrregistration forms lodged with the Department of Labor, only 6.8 percent
of the emiSrant workers attended or graduated from college, while 4.4 percent 

"ith"i "tt.nd"d 
o,

graduated from high scho_ol. Eighty-one percent had attended primary school, but only 13
percenthad-completed it. It is nonetheless unlikely that there isi signiiicant difference in the
occupational distribution of overseas workers from the two countries. From Table 10, we learned
that out of a s ample of 424 Thai overseas workers, 15 6 had probably acquired skills while abroad
(because of significlpnt numbers oflnemployed workers going abroad), while 241 had no change
of occupation and hence were unlikely to hive experiencEd a iignificani acquisition of new skill-s.
In only 19 cases could it be said that it was probible that skill loss was involved. Of course, for
reasons outlined above, there is no guarantee that skills acquired abroad were later productively
employed at home.

In the case of Indonesia it is also probable that there has been a substantial net acquisition of

, 
33 Society is worse off only if the individual's productivity in his new business is lower than what his productivity would

have been if he would have employed his skills (an increasein the individual's income is not inconsistent with a decrease in
h.is,productivitysince a portion of his income will be attributable to the return from his savings invested in the business).
If, however, society would have had-perfect foresight it would not have wasted its.esor.."ion training a worker who
would, in the future, not use those skills. Thus, in hindsight, there has been a misallocation of some of soci"ety's resources;
but, these resources are a "sunk cost" and as such should not be counted when evaluating the costs and benefits resulting
from a current emigration decision. What may be an undesirable result, however, is thai the loss of human capital from
this-sourcc may further discourage firms from devoting their resources to training workers. In this sense emigration might
lead to a.loss in human capital. Society could suffer an additional loss if the socll rate of return to capital,"in general is
greater than the social rate of return realized from the specific investment made by the emigrant.
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skills among overseas workers, because a large proportion of Indonesian emigrant workers are
unskilled.

Emigration may thus result in less human capital formation than was originally anticipated,
and in some cases may cause a loss of skill. To ensure that emigration will result in skill formation,
labor emigration policy should give priority to unskilled and unemployed labor when filling
positions for semi-skilled and unskilled workers. A current problem facing the labor exporting
countries is that many of the positions are being filled by skilled and educated workers who were
employed prior to emigration. This presents two problems. First, insofar as skilled and semi-skilled
workers are taking unskilled positions, a 'de-skilling' process may be taking place. Second,
insofar as there is some learning-by-doing in the position, the emigration country would benefit
by placing unskilled workers in those positions. However, even if policies could be implemented
to maximize skill acquisition, it may be difficult to ensure that retumed workers utilize their
acquired skill. Evidence from the Philippines indicates that most migrants do not plan on working
in their previous occupation upon return, let alone apply any new skills acquired. According to
Smart and Teodosio, "...most retuming workers do not see their technical skills as providing
them with a reasonable lifestyle and standard of living upon return" (p. 41). Over7 6 percent said
they would like to set up their own business rather than find a job employing the skills they used
abroad. This tranformation of skilled workers into petty businessmen might be considered a loss
of human capital resulting from international migration.

What should emerge from this discussion is that this issue of emigration and skill formation is
complex. It is not clear whether international migration seryes as a positive or negative factor in
the augmentation of skilled labor supplies. Empirical work needs to be done on this question.
With regard to individual skill acquisition, a definitive answer will require a measure of the
productivity of workers before and after their overseas work trip, and to compare any productivity
gains with those of a non-emigrating control group. As of yet no such study has been undertaken.
Attempts should also be made to assess the consequences, in terms of skill supplies, of returning
workers moving out of the labor market and into self-employment.

Output and Employment Consequences of Labor Export.

As we have discussed, one of the ostensible advantages of labor export is that it is an inexpensive
and rapid method of alleviating unemployment. Indeed, the growth of labor export has been a
significant source of employment creation for the Thai economy. Over the period 1980-83 it
accounted for at least 10 percent of total employment growth. In the Philippines the absolute
number of overseasworkers, around732,000, is impressive. Over theperiod 1978-83 the growth
of overseas employment opportunities accounted for at least 5 percent of total employment
growth. Given the size of its labor force, overseas employment opportunities at this stage are
relatively unimportant to Incionesia. Malaysia, despite its sectoral labor shortages, also exports a
considerable amount of labor, particularly to Singapore. Possibly over 3 percent of the labor
force of Peninsular Malaysia finds work in Singapore. From the ordinary worker's perspective it
is desirable to have the opportunity to work in higher paying Singapore. However, labor export
may force up domestic wage rates and, through a decreased availability of skills, frustrate plans
for current and future output expansion.

In the preceding section our focus was on the possibility that labor export will lead to an
increase in the skill level of overseas workers. At any point in time a labor exporting country may
have a considerable stock of workers abroad representing a depletion of human capital available
to the local economy (Biihning, 1975). This raises the question as to whether the incremental
productivity gains resulting from skill acquisition abroad, if any, have been at the expense of the
labor exporting country's domestic product.

The emigration of unskilled and unemployed labor is likely to confer at least a material gain
upon the country of emigration. The emigration of unemployed frees that portion of the GDP
which they consumed for an alternative use. It may also reduce government expenditures on the
unemployed. The savings could be diverted to more directly productive government expen-
ditures.
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However, if workers were employed before emigrating a key consideration is the ease with
which the emigrant can be replacld. If not easily replaced='the loss of labor will be reflected in a
short-run decline in GDP. Abst-racting from remiitanles for the moment, if the emigrant supported
dependants then the value of that support must be reckoned as a loss to so"ciety, # those
remaining behind. Moreover, if the emigiant is not replaceable and was paid a wage llss than the
value of his marginal product then society further loies.

. It is commonly believed that the existence of unemployment means that sectors losing labor
t-!lg"gh emigration can replace that labor from the ranks-of the unemployed. But labor iJhighly
differentiated on the basis of skill. If emigration leads to shortages in paiticular skill categJriei
then those firms affected will either have to bid that type of labor u*ay f.o* competitors, ind in
the process drive up wages, or replace lost workeri with imperfeit substitut" l"bo.. Labor
substitution, of course, involves triining costs. Some types of it iU"a labor obtain their skills
through formal education. Replacement of this kind of worker may be difficult and too costly.
Output may recover as a result of the substitution of capital for labor, but this requires an initial
investment expenditure which would not have been necessary had labor not emfurated.

If we allow for different levels of skills among workers then we admit the possibility of
complementary as well as substitutability among workers. Insofar as skilled ind unskilled
workers are co-mpleme_ntary factors, then a shortige of one will reduce the productivity and
employment of the other. This has important imfhcations for the gains from internaiional
migration for both the exporting and importing countries. It may *"ll b" that if poor, labor-
abundant countries are to specialize in the production of unskilied labor-intensive goods for
exp9ll the-y.will probably require a minimum amount of skilled labor to complerient their
unskilled labor. The emigration of this skilled labor may reduce a country's international
competitiveness in commodity trade. This is the prospect which may be facing Malaysia in the near
future.

Labor Emigration and Rural Productivity

So far we have made no distinction between emigrant workers from the rural economy and those
from the urban economy. Information from the Philippines, Thailand and Malaysia indicates
that a considerable proportion of emigrant workers are trom the rural economy. In view of this
it is important to consider the impact the emigration of rural workers may have on the agricul-
tural sector.

On the basis of conventional economic theory it could be argued that emigration of rural
workers will increase percapita output in the ruril economy (cf. driffin,WZO).\t*ouldbe rea-
soned that there are two forces which should work to improve-the income of those remaining in
the rural sector. First, and ignoring distributional considerations, the productivity rise genera-ted
by the increase in the land-labor ratio resulting from emigration should increase per iapita in-
come, even without the commitment of further effort. Second, increased productivity implies an
increased reward per unit of effort which should be manifest in an increase of laboi input,
implying a further rise in per capita output.

When we allow for an inflow of remittances into the rural economy the actual effect of
emigration on ruralproductivitymay, however, varyfrom that predictedbyconventional theory.
The problem is that a portion of remittances may be consumed in the form of leisure time.
Theoretically, if remittances are large enough and agricultural laboring is viewed as too arduous,
remittances could wholly substitute for income from agricultural efforts. Such a dramatic decline
in agricuftural output follgwingupon an inflow of remittances is, of course, unlikely. However, it
does underscore the possibility that remittances may, to an extent, serve as a substitute for income
based on agricultural efforts.3a If agricultural output did decline substantially it is possible that a

L

u This point was at the heart of the controversy between Biihning (1975;1976) and Griffin (1976).
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portion of the foreign exchange remitted would have to be used to import foodstuffs, thus
diverting foreign exchange from investment possibilities to consumption.

It is not being argued that emigration and remittances will not increase the material welfare of
the remaining rural population. Substantial rural emigration will increase landlabor ratios,
improving productivity and hence welfare. Although output per capita should rise, total output
will most likelyfall if emigrants were previously productively employed. Remittances, by adding
to income and hence changing income-leisure preferences, will, most likely, further add to the
d-ecline in totalagricultrlral output, although there will be a further rise in peicapita output. Thus,
if not overly selective of the most productive of rural workers, and if associated with an inflow of
remittances, labor emigration from rural areas should improve material welfare, at least in the
short-run. Its consequences with regard to the marketable agricultural surplus, and hence food
prices,-remain an empirical question. Theoretically, the marketable agricultural surplus may rise
or decline, depending on the effect of remittances on the choice of leisure time. Ii the level of
agricl,Jtural labor input per individual, on average, remains unchanged then a marketable surplus
should rise in accordance with the rise in productivity per worker.

Empirical information concerning the impact of international migration on rural productivity
is scarce and contradictory. ltlpat (1971,) reports that Turkish workers from rurai areas remit
amounts sufficient to cause family members to drop out of the rural workforce. More recently,
Abbasi and Irfan (1983) found for Pakistan that female labor force participation rates were less
for households receiving remittances compared with those not receiving remittances. However,
they also report that only 1-3 percent of rural households claim that the departure of one of their
family_members abroad caused some loss of family output. In her village study in Thailand,
Renard (1983) found that overseas migration "...resulted in changes in land tenure status, the size
of land holdings, and in labor structure" (p. 16). While labor shortages were sufficient to push up
wage rates, no evidence was presented as to the effect of overseas migration on the level of village
agricultural output. It appeared that adjustments were made in the supply of effort either through
increased family labor and/or hired labor, to ensure that ouput."*ai.red at pre-migration levels.

Another argument implicit in much of the discussion surrounding this issue of emigration of
rural workers is that labor is homogeneous and hence there is no diffeience between emfirant and
non-emigrant labor. Information from the labor exporting countries of Southeast Asialndicates
this is not the case. Even the most cursory examination of the demographic characteristics of
international migrants indicates that the emigration process is highly selective, favoring young
males. Such selectivity can assume particular importance in the ruial lector. One of the obitaclei
to rural development is an accommodation to poverty through resignation. It is the young in any
society who are less resigned to their fate and most susceptible to new ideas which ian promote
development. Their emigration removes a force for change and consolidates the power and
influence of an established village authority more acceptin[ of stagnation. However, insofar as
emigration is temporary and migrants return to their villages with new ideas and funds to invest
then migration may be a positive factor in rural developrnent. Anecdotal evidence suggests that
international temporary migration may, however, lead to internal rural to urban migration
among returnees. This issue of rural returnees and their impact on village life and development
and their possible internal migration merits empirical study.

If- international migration does result in a permanent loss of quality manpower such a loss
might be compensated for by investment oul of remittances. In fact, it has been argued that
migration and its associatedcapital inflow can imqrove rural growth prospects by ovircoming
shortages of rural finance and aicelerate rural capitil formationlBerg, t^gos; Gi6ii,tgio;S,tit,
L97 6; Byres, 1,979). On a theoretical plane it seems logical that i risi in rural income should lead
to a rise_in savings and investment. But things are usually more complicated than they initially
appear. Rural capital formationis dependent on considerations other tfian the supply of investibli
funds- Two_important additional factors are the system of land tenure and marketing opportunities
(StahlandIp,L978).Empiricalstudies(Connell, etal.,\976;RempelandLobdell,feig;Connell,
1980; Lipton, L980; Oberai and Singh, 1980) support this proptsition with their findings that
expenditure patterns out of remittances reflect the poverty of recipients and a lack of rural
investment opportunities. Other empirical studies indicate that muchbf the regional variation in
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rural capital formation can be explained by variations in land tenure arrangements.3s In certain
circumstances remittances may be a prime mover with regard to improving rural development
prospects while in other circumstances they may be detrimental to development prospects by
substituting remittance income for income based on self-reliant development. The problem is that
the substitution may work in only one direction, with the prospect of an irreversible dependency
on external income.

To conclude this section it merits attention that on an economy-wide basis labor emigration
and its associated inflow of remittances leads, in the majority of cases, to the substitution of an
external source of income for an internal source based on domestic productive efforts. Such a
substitution is consistent with a rise in material welfare. It may even be the case that a national
income based partly on remittances may not only be larger, but also more stable than one based
wholly on domestic production. Yet a constant concern must be the possibility that future
emigration opportunities may diminish, perhaps rather suddenly. If this were to happen, and if
emigration, over time, impaired indigenous productivity growth, then the short-run material
gains deriving from emigration will have been at the expense of long-run development. If this
possibility is admitted then labor export may be a questionable policy for development. At a
minimum it is a policy requiring careful evaluation of its likely impact on future domestic
productivity. This possibility should also underscore the need to ensure that the developmental
advantages of labor export are not squandered on short-term material gains.

Emigration and Urbanization

International migration may also add to the urban problems of poor labor exporting countries.
The problem has two facets: first, recruitment for overseas employment tends to be centralized
in the largest cities. Very few of the many recruiting firms operating in the Philippines, Thailand
and Indonesia recruit outside of the capital cities.If one grants that the Todaro (1969) thesis is
empirically meaningful, then the offer in the central city of high wage employment overseas must
increase the economic attractiveness of rural to urban migration. Many potential workers are
migrating to the central cities, in an attempt to secure overseas employment. Not only do they
have to come to the central city to register, but they must wait in the city because those on the spot
get the jobs. The second facet of the problem stems from emigrants originating in rural areas
remaining in the urban areas on their return from abroad. The explanations for the "two-stage"
migration are varied and can be social and/or economic.

Some thought, therefore, needs to be given to policies to prevent international migration from
compounding the labor exporting countries'urban difficulties. To overcome the problems arising 

-

from centralized recruitment, recruiters could be asked to obtain their workers from government
employment offices. In the majority of countries government employment exchanges are spread
throughout the country. Workers registering in their province could state if they desired overseas
work. Recruiters could then approach the central office with their requests for workers. Using a
central filing system the central office could then fill recruiters' requests by drawing workers from
the various regions.36 It is difficult to conceive of policies to curtail rural to urban migration
among return migrants except through draconian laws controlling population movement in
general, which may well be incompatible with basic human rights.

3s Piore (1979) cites studies which support this proposition.

36 In the Philippines the POEA has established Regional Extension Units in selected areas whose purpose is to
disseminate information about the overseas employment program of the POEA. The POEA has also begun to engage in
regional recruitment activities. Moreover, by creating a registry of workers who can be referred to various recruitment
agencies, the POEA may be able to further decentralize overseas lob opportunities throughout the Philippines.



THE DISTRIBUTIOIV OF THE GA,VS FROM TRADE-IN
LABOR SEBV/CES; Some Concluding Obseruations

On the basis of this study several generalizations could be ventured regarding the consequences of
international labor migration for the ASEAN countries. In the cases of the Philippines, Thailand
and Indonesia, labor export, while certainly giving rise to some social costs, has probably
promoted the growth of employment, provided valuable foreign exchange and, particularly in
the case of Thailand, has resulted in skill formation, However, a numbe. of ihe potentially
adverse consequences discussed in the previous section could emerge particularly in the ur"u of
laborplanning. The incipient shortage of some skills in labor exporting countries will have to be
remedied by careful planning and training programs. This then becomei a cost of labor export. In
general, as the level of manpower export grows, the gains to be derived are likely to become
increasingly costly to acquire.

In all three of the mafor labor exporters not enough is being done to maximize potential gains
from labor export, particularly the maximization of foreign exchange from this ior.." and the
channelling of remittances into investment activities.

Ceneralizations regarding the consequences of labor export from Malaysia are not so easy to
make. Whether Malaysia has gained or lost through the export of workers to Singapore depends
very much on whether the benefits and costs are viewed from a national perspective br a domestic
perspective.3T Briefly, if a national perspective is chosen then all costs and benefits accruing to
citizens while abroad and upon return would be added to the other social benefits and costs
arising from an emigration decision. If a domestic perspective is chosen the only benefit and costs
that count in the calculation of the net social gain are those which a.e .o.[".r"d upon those
remaining within the country and any experienced by the migrant upon return which are due

3: This issue is addressed by Stahl (1982b).
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specifically to his migration. While Malaysian emigrant workers undoubtedly gain from their
migration decision, some of those left behind are made worse off, particularly those unable to
acquire sufficient labor and skills to efficiently operate their enterpriies. We know nothing about
the level of remittances from Singapore. However, a great many Malaysians reside in Sirigapore
so that remittances are correspondingly reduced. Mo.eo.rer, laboi export is causing" libor
shortages in some sections of the Malaysian economy. Malaysia is, however, a labor imp6rter as
well as a labor exporter. Much of the expansion of its agricultural and construction seciors must
be attributed to the availability of Indonesian labor. As is the case with Singapore, then,labor
imports have been strategic to national economic development.

- With thepossible exception of Malaysia it can then be concluded that ASEAN labor exporters
have gained from their export of labor services. However, it is also important to understand how
the international gains from trade-in labor services are distributed between labor importers and
exporters, which is the focus of the remainder of this study.

The Gains from Trade-In Labor Services

I-n the preceding sections it was mentioned that labor emigration may adversely affect income
distribution within the labor exporting countries. Migration, particuiarly international migra-
tio-n,- can be an expensive venture. It is most likely that only the relatively wealthier households
will be able to take advantage of the opportunities afforded by emigration. It also appears that
international migration increases international inequalities. This conclusion is based on a careful
consideration of the benefits and costs of trade-in labor services accruing to both labor exporters
and importers (Stahl, 1.982a). A similar conclusion was arrived at for international migrition in
southem Africaby Wilson (1,976) and for the Arab region by Birks and Sinclair (f9aO) and,
ge-n-erally, by Biihning (1.982). While undertaking the fieldwork for this study the author lound
additional evidence to suggest that the benefits of international labor migration accrue dispropor-
tionately to the labor importing countries. Let us now focus on that evidence and its associated
policy implications.

- The application of legal sanctions in any market will affect the distribution of gains to be had
by the operation of that market. The structure and operation of the labor export mlrket is such as
to aggravate international inequalities. To comprehend the mechanisms by which this accen-
tuation of inequalities takes place, let us begin at the source of labor demand. At the most general
level, government sanctioned labor immigration can be viewed as the demand by one country for
the labor services of another. The motivation behind the sanctioning of labor immigration
usually derives from a shortage of particular skills at current wage levels.

The manner in which foreign labor demands are articulated across labor-supplying countries
can bear heavily on the international distribution of the gains from trade-in labor services. This
proposition is illustrated in Figure I. Let the demand curve in Figure I represent aggregate demand
for foreign labor on the part of a labor importing country. If the labor importing country were
restricted to recruiting labor only in country A then it would perhaps face a foreign labor supply
curve such as W*S4. This supply curve is drawn to reflect an initial excess supply of labor at the
curve W*. With expanding demand, however, this initial excess supply gives way to an increase in
the supply price of labor imported from country A. Equilibrium is achieved at the wage rate W4
and a qua-ntity of of labor services T A. Inreality, however, the labor importing country is able to
derive its labor supplies from a number of countries. By expanding its la-bor catchment area it can
postpone or prevent the wage rise which would be the consequence of deriving its foreign labor
supply from a single country. Thus the'unlimited supply of labor'at W* is merely the summation
of a number of labor export supply curves and generates a horizontal supply iurve within the
relevant range of the importing country's labor demand. The collective demands of employers in
the labor importing country are then spread across countries in such a way that demand in any
one country will not be sufficient to place upward pressure on the wage rate. In Figure I, country
A may find that the number of workers demanded may reach L41, but will not exceed L61 since
beyond that level the supply price for country A's labor would be forced above ttre level
prevailing in the remainder of the catchment area. The area W*W6AB in Figure I is the additional
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FIGURE I

Labor/time

r-entl 9r increased gains that the labor importing country is able to realize by expanding the size of
the labor catchment area.38

In major labor importing countries such as Saudi Arabia, governments are assured that the
wage content of any contract submission is minimized by the fact that they permit contractors a
wide geographic scope in selecting their labor force.

The strategy of increasing recruitment area size has a sound economic base. From a theoretical
perspective, if the marginal cost of increasing the size of the recruitment area is less than that of
offering higher wages, then the former will be the chosen strategy.3e From an institutional
perspective, by increasing the number of sources of its labor the labor importing country reduces
the prospect of the formation of a union of emigrant workers or a cartel of labor exporting
countries which might lay claim to a portion of the additional rent noted above.

The continual increase in recruitment area size ensures that the only rent realized from labor
migration will accrue to the labor importing country. If the workers being imported are receiving
their opportunity cost, there is no labor supplier's surplus realized. But miny of the migrants
may have been unemployed or easily replaceable if employed prior to departure. Their social
opportunity cost may be near zero so that much of the wage bill can be thought of as rent or gains
from labor migration accruing to the labor supplying country, or at least its emigrant *orkers.

We have been discussing market strategies by which the labor importing countries can ensure
that they maximize their gains from trade-in labor services. However, those issuing contracts do
not always realize the whole of the gains to be made by having a wide labor catchment area
because for contract bidding purposes labor is usually costed considerably above the wage
prevailing in the labor catchment area. Upon obtaining a contract, many contractors enter
agreements (contracts) with labor recruiters to supply workers at a particular cost per worker.
Often, but not always, it is this cost which is used in the contract submission. The labor agent thus
becomes a labor tout. Their market power is substantial in countries with a large numbei of local
recruiters. By playing one recruiter off against another they are assured that the difference
between the supply price to the contractor and the price they have to pay a local recruiter is
maximized. In this way many of the potential gains from labor export accrue to those outside the
labor exporting country.

-36 
If foreign labor is a substitute for local labor then the labor force in the labor importing country loses while the owners

of capital gain. There is, however, considerable evidence which indicates that foreign labor is largely complementary to
domestic labor i.e., that labor importation results in an increase in the productivity and wages of local libor.

3e Stahl (1974) fully develops this theoretical proposition.

LaLe1



Some Policy Considerations

While it is most unlikely that the labor exporting countries could form a cartel to counter the
market power of a labor importing country, they are in a position to introduce policies to reduce
or eliminate the monopsony power of overseas labor recruiters. This aim appears to be part of the
motivation underlying the Philippine's recently proposed'corporate export strategy'. The idea is
that a few large local recruiters, who become labor sub-contractors, could operate under an
agreed set of guidelines which would greatly reduce or eliminate competition among local
recruiters which currently prevails. The large size of the firms would imply a resource base
sufficient to engage in labor export marketing operations abroad. Overseas labor recruiters might
be effectively pushed out of the market and their former incomes would instead accrue to the
corporate exporters and hence the labor exporting countries. Another important benefit of a
corporate export strategy is control over remittances. As employer-subcontractors the large firms
would pay their workers in domestic currency into domestic bank accounts. The foreign exchange
collected from the prime contractor could, by government requirement, be deposited into the
companies' account within the country.

The introduction of a corporate export strategy implies the formation of a legal oligopsony.
Without countervailing market power, wage offers to aspiring overseas workers might fall to
levels well below those prevailing at the overseas job site. That is, the workers' potential rent may
be captured by the 'corporate exporters'. Thus, to protect their interests, the emigrant workers
may need to establish a union as a countervailing power ois-a-ois the corporate exporters. The
government might then serve as an arbitrator between the corporate exporters and the union.

A Concluding Note

In the course of this study a number of suggestions have been made with respect to policies which
might increase the benefits of labor export while reducing its costs, and improve the distribution
of international gains from trade-in labor services. However, to be effective these policies require
an administrative structure of a given degree of efficiency and integrity. Without these attributes
it becomes questionable whether policy will promote desired objectives or will perhaps only add
to the costs of labor export.
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